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Preface

The Proceedings only contain the papers presented at the ?th International TNO Con-
ference. Inclusion of the panel discussion, held at the end of the second morning,
turned out to be impossible, as, due to a technical failure, the discussion was not
recorded and is lost. We succeeded however, in retrieving the subjects that were dis-
cussed.
Immediately after the presentation of his paper Dr. Bogers had to answer a number of
questions about Haeffnerts model and its implications for science policy in government
and private enterprise.
Then, attention turned to other subjects. Prof. Castagné was questioned about the con-
tention in his paper that most European industries had not played the European game
yet. Mr. Klevering was asked to enlarge somewhat on the sales strategy of a medium-
sized and highly specialised industry like Enraf-Nonius. Ttre next theme was transfer
of technology to the developing world and here Mr. Huart had to bear the brunt of the
discussion. Predictably, the recent oil crisis cropped up and everyone agreed that it
had created a wholly new and extremely serious situation. Mr. Okano pointed out that
his country depended on imported fuel for nearly all its energ:y and that the recent
price increases had had serious consequences already for the economy. He maintained
that Japan was in serious trouble and he warned that most countries in the developed
world might be in the same situation within a few years. On this rather pessimistic
note the discussion was closed.

The Hague, August 1974. A. Verbraeck





Technolog¡r transfer and the irurovation process

A. W. Pearson
Director R & D Research Unit
Manchester Business School
Manchester
Great Britain

The theme of this conference, rA 
one whichis guaranteed to promote discuss

Thõ sub-title ,recrrnotosy Transf åi'l""üTi
discussion more heated, because words ofthe conference brochure, the terin ttechnology transfert is used to indicate several ac-tivities, such as

- licensing, acquisition of patents
- acquisition of specialised companies
- acquisitÍon of specialists

and R &-D can be organised in different ways, namely
-in-housR&D
-contractR&D
- spin-off R & D from technolory institutions in different fields.

more importantly, that in many situations a close linkage between the two activities
can significantly influence the introductÍon of new technóIogy.

If this is the case in other countrÍes, and there seems little reason to doubt it, we can
usefully spend some time examining some of the research findÍngs which are relevant
to the problem of technologSr transfer before looking at some of tie organisatÍonal
structures which are being adopted by a number ofõompanies in ordeito promote in-
novation in its broadest context.

First, however, let us look at some definitions, as this is an area where much confu-
sion arises because of the lack of agreement among different groups as to what we are
talking about. The definition I am going to use is tãken ftorn úr-1akay (1) and says
that

rrTechnologr transfer can be described as the generation and,/or use of scientific or
technological information in one context and itJ re-evaluation and,/or implementation
Ín anothertt.

I hope this is wide enough to satisfy most people - in fact it is probably a little too wide,
and I would like to narrow it down somewhat by making a distinition, ás was done by
Brookes (2) between vertical and horizontal transfer

Ve{tical referring to the transfer of technology along the line from the more general
to -the more specific, In particular it is the process by which new scientific kñow-
ledge is incorporated into technology, and by which a state-of-the-art becomes em-
bodied in a system, andby which the confluence of several different, and apparently
unrelated, technologies lead to a new technology.
Horizontal transfer occurs through adaptation of a technology from one application
Tõãnomer, possibly whotty unreläted to the first.

Chakrabarti (3) tras suggested that analysis of these two types of technology transfer
would show that horizontal transfer is generally a inter-organisational p"ãie"", where-



as vertical transfer generally involves an intra-organisational process. This is probab-
tiolTetwõõ verTlca-l and horizontal transfer
allows us to look at some resêarch findings
and also at some organisational measures which

tend to assist one or other of these processes, FÍnally, we can consider some recent
developments which look like being capable of assisting both.

Vertical Technology Transfer

Some relatively recent research by Baker and Freelan¿ (4) tras provided useful data on

the way in whióh information and ideas are developed and encouraged in an R & D en-
vironrñent. Ttris work was carried out in the United States in the late '60s but it would
be surprising if similar findings were not true of many companies in other courrtries at
the present time.

Tt¡e main feature of the work is that it looks at the way in which ideas find their way
through the system, or perhaps are prevented from doing so, before they are translat-
ed int-o pro¡eðts and orgãnisational rèsources are allocated to their progre_ssi_on. The
resu-lts of the research are many and various, but some of the keypoints which are
relevant to the present discussion concern the barriers , explicit or implicit, which
exist to reduce the possibility that good ideas will get far enough to be given serious
consideration by senior management. The basic data collected in the investigation
relates to the cômparison of ihe quality of ideas which were submitted by researchers
for serious considèration with those which for one reason or another were not formally
submitted. In their research the investigators developed a mechanism whereby these
two sets of ideas were compared by panels of judges against certain criteria. Their
findings are presented in table form, which can conveniently be summarised as iri
Figu.re I.

The major points are
a) 6070 äf the ideas which were not were rated as excellent or good

as against only 34Vo of those whi and
b) ?8{o7fthe ideâs which were not formally actually achieved projgct status,
' i.e. ttrey had organisational resources ã them as against only 7Vo of those

which were submitted.

The summary of factors resulting in ideas not being submitted is illuminating and is
st¡own in Table 1.

The major reâson, i.e. time pressures, is certainly one which has cropped up time
and again in our own research and is often given as the major r_eason why some-R & D
direclors and managers have said that they find difficulty in utilising all their rfreel

research funds.

I1 this is the case then it is important to ask how the situation might be changed, but
before attempting to answer this question let us look for a moment at some of the re-
search which is relevant to hgrizontal transfer.

Horizontal Technolory Transfer

TLre research which is relevant to this area is very extensive. Almost every innovation
study which has been done in the post war period, and there have been many, throws
somä light on this topic. The Manchester studies of 84 innovations which received the

Queen'JAward for Technological Innovation are reported in Wealth from Knowledge (5).

Some of the interesting findings are summarised in Table 2 '

This suggest that a major source of new ideas is from other organisations and in par-
ticular lñe mode of entiy is through people. Other studies both in the U. K. and in the
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United States, over di.fferent periods and using different methodologies, hav_e come up

with similar findings. For eiample the Project Sappho research team at Sussex

University reporl tiat " successful ir¡novators make more effective use of outside
technology and scientific afvice, even though they perform more of the work in-house.
They havã better contacts with the scierúific the

"p"ðifi" 
area concerned t' (6). These results of com-

munication between people in diJferent locati ss organ-
isations is something *hi"h i" likely to have an impact on the irurovation process. Until
recently, however, there was some doubt that this could easily be achieved' The ear-
lier woik of AIIen in the United States (7) suggested that communication fell off very
rapidly with distance and that a geographical separation of onþ 25 yards was sufficient

sfer to a very low level. However, this
as later work by rüalsh and Baker (8) and

nication can and does take place over very
long distances if ttre need or desire exists, In the Allen and Cooney study of scientists
in lreland these distances span hundreds of miles'

Walsh and Baker found tbat work relationships or project membership are a very
strong determinant of commu¡ication patterns. Allen and Cooney found the same, but
they also analysed how contacts which were not required by the nature of the work
came about. Their findings are shown in Table 3.

This shows that contacts are caused most often by people becoming acquainted through
working together in the same organization, but of other contacts a high proportion-are
betweeã peãple who previously worked together and then changed jobs, and a significant
proportion met at university or at conferences'

Table 4 shows that the ex¡lerience of having worked together in the same organisation
is a major underlying cause of communication among the three sectors of the R & D
community in lreland.

The importance that good working relationships play in the technology transfer pro-cess
is ampþ demonstratãd in a receñt study by Norris (10). fnis was concerned with the
industrial utilisation of irurovative ideas from Manchester University. The research in-
volved interviews with a sample of 95 members of the University staff and looked at the
ways in which the results of their research were communicated to industry. The
anãlysis shows that a first stage of success, meaning tbat a firm was persuade-d !o put
somã of its own resources into an idea or invention was attained in a quarter of those
communicated voluntarily, but in every one of those arising from industrial research
contracts and consultancies. Not perhaps surprising, as it might be assumed that re-
search which has been commissioned is more likely to meet a need at the point when it
comes to fruition. However, an important additional finding is that a second stage of
success, meaning that the invention had been used or manufactured commercially and
rr/as not known to be a failure, was attained in two thirds of those arising from indus-
trial contracts, as distinct from only one fifth of all other inventions.

Some irrterim conclusions

The above research findings suggest that technologr transfer in the vertical sense is
hampered by the perception of barriers between the idea generation and the project
initiãtion stages, for reasons which reflect both individual pressures and also expec-
tations. They also indicate that technology transfer in the horizontal sense is likely to
be improveùif people are provided with opporturrities to mix with people from other
disciplines, and other organisational backgrounds. Finally, they suggest tbat com-
muniõation between such þeople is encouraged through common working relationships,
and through common backgrounds.

10
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Some implications for management

Jl"I" is no single ma,nagement style which is likety to be appropriate for all situations,
but there are certain trends which are developing il many compäoies and which wor¡ld
appear likely to influence the rate and direction of technology tiansfer.

The first of these is the recognition that R & D can and should work fairly closely with
other areas of the business towards common goals. The concept of the rðlevaoce't.ee
as described by Hubert (11) is a useful one, *ãd a simple repräsentation of this methodis shown in Figr.rre 2.
th_is form of presentation helps to indicate how different parts of the R & D programme
_relate to specific areas of the business actiïity, in this cäse defined in termì ol
brands._A perhaps logical development, partiõuhrly:iuvery large orga.nisations, is to
establisl¡ within R & D coordin¿tors whosè responsibility is-to wõrk ciosely with '
similar people from other functional areas to ensure that the needs of the 

-different
parts of the business are conveyed to the appropriate scientific and technical people
and also that the skills and ideas of the n C O pèople are brought to the noticd of 

-those

who might make use of them at the earliest poÀsible time. Anãssentially interactive
process, and one which is almost certain to promote vertical transfer, i onty becauseit helps to ensure that ideas and needs are more closely matched in a time context.
Mo_st of the ouþut of { & D-requires very much larger sums of money expending in
order tbat its potential can be fully realised. It is tñerefore obvious t-trat ä propãrtion
of R & D,- however good in a technical sense, will not be fully elçloited becausi it
does not fit 1nt9 cgmpany plans which may have been laid foimany time periods in
advance, and which do not provide adequate spare resources to cãpitalisä on such op-
portunities. Forewarned of potential tecbnical alternatives means forearmed, and il is
very necessary if technolory transfer and innovation are to be optimised.

However, it can be argu.ed that this very approach could reduce the possibility of hor-
ízontal transfer because it tends to encourage a type of tu¡nel vision - a preoôcupation
with pursuing existing aims along well-defined guidelines. If this is the cãse it cän be
overcome in a number of ways.

s which make use of group activity,
groups are chosen so as to bring to-
on, from difÏerent functional areas,
ent countries. This can help in reduc-

ing the not invented here or N.I.H. factot, and a number of organisations ñave found
it very effective in improving the understanding between, for eiample, R & D and
marketing people, and between people with diffèrent cultural backgrounds. It could also
be valuable at this stage to bring in outside people, for example fiom contract research
orgânisations or reseâ.rch associations and universities, to hèIp introduce new ideas.

Ttre_use of thig approach has been described by Rickards (12) an¿ by Geschka G3) and
has been found to be successful in a variety ofl situations. Effective use of this type of
group working has also be_en described by Woods (14) as helpful in identifying an?-
eliminating potential problems Ín, for example, production þrocesses, añd h-ere as-
siets in promoting vertical transfer,

? Tne development of sirnple but visible methods of project appraÍsal which allow for
the possibility that ideas do not always fit into existing siructures and may need rerout-
ing. For example, a question should be asked about whether the location in which the
proposal is put forward is the best place in which it shoutd be progressed. It may well
be that another laboratory within the company is better equipped oi the idea marbe
better developed within a division or through the use of contiãct research faciliiies.
With regard to the production and rnarketing aspects it could be tbat the idea does not
fit well into the existing divisÍonal framework in which case it may be better handled
by a group which is outside the more normal organisational structure. The forms
which this might take are many and various, but the key point is the need to make

13
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visible these alternatives at an early stage, so that ideas ale n9! prematurely rejected,

åitrtãr tór^rlly or informally, due to a Èck of knowledge about the availability of re-
sources and/or the wider possibilities for exploitation'

within an organisation which are orien-
s opportunities. Our recent research
nd lãrge U. K. companies are actlally
dy havä one in being. Gardner (15) and

n this field and both are operating succes-

fully, Such groups can fit comfortably into or alongside the divisionalised structures

*tiäi,.r" fiirly commony encountered, and in facf the relevance tree can now be ex-

tended as shown in Figu.re 3.

This new ventures group acts as a sink for almost any ideas in an organisation which

are toot<ing for a hõme änd in the longer ru¡ when its existence becomes widely known

*itt .t*o"i certainly act, as a *agoeffo" ideas. Vernon describes how the first two
;s venture operation mâde use of a principle

did not appear
s a lucky

4) Finally, a major point to be considered g' or
work oriðntation, might be used to bring to of an

àrlanisation and'henJe encourage the likeliÏ ularly
itr.:t of a horizontal nature. Sorñe organisati effect'

long standiñg value if the projects are not chosen carefully'
arã b"ittg sét up without any real objectives except to promote
to prove*disastious in the long run. Fortunately this need-not

be the case, because the potåntiat for unification has been thrust upon most companÍes

tl"ã"ãftll" onslaught of e'nvironmental pressures, and not just those relating to pollu-
iio" èî". , but incfuîding pressures brought out by shortages of materials, by the energy

àìi"i", by social ana f,oiiticat pr"ssurei, and by movements such as that towards
common policies in the E. E' C.

Some of these movements can be detected already and are reported in various docu-

-ãttts .o*ing out of the Division for Industrial Information and Consumers of the Com-

mission of thè European Communities' For example a

improvement of working conditions and job enrichment
neâttny, dangerous, tiring and repetitive tasks which a
¡e repláced Éy automaticäevicesìr by a straight-forward automated systgm. When a

rocèsses have to be performed simulta-
1 necessary. Recent developments in the
re possibility of replacing man by machinery

Many other examples could be quoted, but
,hich attitudes and values are changing is
xelopments but also the rate at which they

are put to use.

This suggests that it is useful to consider an organisational form as shown in Figure 4,

i.e, as a matrix.

The value of looking at an organisation in these terms is that it identifies some of the

mo6t crucial issues whÍch it ìs likely to face in the future , and it indicates how these

ñ;i"g" upon different parts of its aätivities. It therefore helps to identify the mech¿-

"G* ñrfri",il it might beiecessary to set up in order that the organisation can identify
alternative futures, and their liËely effecf on different areas. The vertical parts of the

matrix need coordinators in the same way as the horizontal, but these do not neces-

;;;ilt have to come from R & D or to beicientifically or technologically trained
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people. This structure therefore helps to put R & D in the context of the business, It is
now being used by a number of organisations with the coordin¿tors not only providing
information to their colleagues concerned with product areas as to likely trends in
economic , social and political forces , They are also receiving information from those
same colleagues which puts them in a better position to anticipate changes which might
be occurring or about to occur in other areas. The two-way aspect of this inJormation
exchange must therefore encourage technology transfer because it focusses on rneedsr

and in all tJle studies of innovation it is apparent that needs play an important part in
promoting success.

Conclusions

Irr conclusion therefore it is argued that many of the problems of technology transfer
have in the past been caused by lack of communication between the different parts of
an organisation and with other organisations. In addition in¡rovation has been slowed
down because of the lack of identification of needs. Structures rvhich are based on re-
levance, if coupledwith appropriate safetyvalves inthe form of opportunity seeking r

groups are very likely to encourage innovation. They can do this by promoting vertical
technology transfer while not discouraging horizontal transfer, but the most powerful
stimulus for innovation at the present time is the environment, both internal and ex-
ternal, in which an organisation operates. This is the aspect which requires most
careful attention, and by development of an appropriate structure and mechanisms for
sensing changing needs the process of technology transfer will inevÍtably be encourag-
ed. It also provides most organisations, and particularly the multinatior¡als with the
opportunity to bring together people from diÍferent firnctional areas and dÍfferent cou¡-
tries to work in groups concerned with specifÍc and important issues, something which
has been shown to be of value for promoting wider communication and successful in-
novation.

Finally, it helps to put the whole innovation process in an organisational context. In
focusses attention on external or environmental issues and causes the company to exa-
mine alternative mechanisms for helping it to achieve its chosen objectives. It does not
necessarily specify in advance what the alternatives might be, or which might be given
preference as the most appropriate means. From this startinpoint it is possible to be
more objective about the relative merits of for example acquisition of R & D, and in
the latter case between the use of in-house or contract facilities or the many combina-
tions of all those methods,

This paper has paid most attention to the problems of increasing technologlr transfer
through organisational structure, and this has been done purposely because a number
of papers which follow concentrate on acquisition and licensing policy, We are there-
fore going to be given the opportunity of examining many aspects of the technolog¡r
transfer process and hopefully conclude that R & D management and acquisition polÍcy
can both contribute effectively to the innovatÍon process , and that they need not neces-
sarily be in conJlict, but can be of most benefit when they are accepted as being com-
plementary.
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Acquisition of new technologies as an alternative to onets own research

Dr. D. Altenpohl
Director of Technolog¡r
Alusuisse
Ztirich
Switzerland

When one considers the different situations in various industries, regarding the needs
of new technology and new products and their dependence on in-house research and
development the question arises whether there is any common denomi¡ator for the
present audience, which represents large differences in company structures and goals.
Trying to answer this question, I would say, yes there is a common background oÍ
recent experience about the need and value of in-house research versus acquisition of
technology or of research from third parties.
Let me remind you here of the three main elements in the in¡rovation process of indus-
trialfirms. Number one is in-house research, numbertwo isproduct - orprocess -
development as a result of this research, and number three is acquisition oi licensing
of research results or technology from a third party. Now, what are the incentives and
what are the limiting factors for each of these approaches to achÍeve innovation?

First I want to mention four terms, namely: research, development, technology acquisi-
tion and technology transfer. I will briefly summaiize how the American Industrial Re-
search Institute (IRI) distinguishes a research intensive company from a development
intensive company. IRI defines a research intensive company as one that has to investi-
gate a large number of possible products or a large number of design specifications
that yield several alternative solutions,
A development intensive company has to deal mainly with existing, well-designed
specifications , research is completed. Ttre main technical task is to produce engineer-
ing solutions to available alternatives.

Technology acquisition: is a case where you pay for the acquired technologz either by
taking a license or by purchasing another company or by making a joint venture, There
exists another, rather similar way of technology transfer (but which might be free of
charge): this is for instance NASA-fallout or other available newtechnolory or research
results, perhaps from a different type of industry, being transferred into the own
R & D or investment program. I will for the rest of my paper use the term rttechnologr
acquisition r', which includes both versions of technology transfer,

My examples are mostly development oriented, but technology acquisition could also be
used in the world of true research.

Acquisitions of technology as a very fair and legal method of keeping up in the front line
of modern technolory, can best be illustrated by the success of Japanese industry.
Technology acquisition has even been described as a so-called 'rJapanese methodrt. In
thelast20years, Japantook13'000 licensesof foreignproductsorprocesses, butin
recent years Japan has granted many licenses to other countries. This illustrated the
volume and importance of trade in new technology in our days.

I will try to explain a few of the rules of technology acquisition. The concept I shall
present is not a complete one, but will serve as a basis for discussion and for further
consideration,

First I shall choose the example of an (unidentified) company wanting to enter into new
activities by diversification. In figure 1, we have plotted schematically the turnover
achieved by diversification in percent of the total turnover of the company. We assume
that at the beginning the company has diversified only about 2,5 percent of its turnover.
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Now we describe schematically the next 10 years, and we distinguish between three
sectors.

Sector I is turnover resulting from in-house research, which this company started in
the first year with the purpose of diversification. After two or three years we can ex-
pect a small influence on the turnover since it is well known, from existing research
laboratories, that about seven to ten years is required before the real impact comes
out of research as new turnover.

Sector II is acquisition of technologSr, and here we assume that this brings the company
into diversification much faster than their own R & D (sector I).
Sector III is turnover from investments, based on well known technologies.

You wiII see in the next figure why we distinguished between sectors II and III. The
main difference between them is that sector II needs a certain research effort before
investments can be made and turnover can be achieved, whereas sector III does not.
Sector III is just plain investment using well known technolog¡' with very little research.
In sector II, the so-called leverage system Ís applied, where a certain research
element is needed to make the investment successful. Sector I comes entirely from the
companyrs own research.

In the next figure (Fig. 2) we have chosen the example of sector I for new turnover
based on company sponsored research. We assume 10 units each year for research.
These units could be 10 million dollars or another currency. After about 6 - 10 years
you can reach a sizable amount of new turnover generated by your own research. The
advantages are obtaining propriatory know-how for future investments, and training of
specialists, which applies as well for section II. The disadvantages are the six to ten
years of large e4penditure for R & D until large new turnover is possible. And another
disadvantage is relatively high risk.

In the next figu.re (Fig. 3) we look at section II, which shows ne$/ turnover based on
acquisition of technologies, new to the acquiring company. This technology should have
passed the prototype or pilot stage successfully. The advantages of this procedure
would be that the engagement only happens if the risk can already be calculated, which
means a.fter this technologi has reached a certain maturity. The second advantage is
the quick availability of new technology with relatively low R & D e>çenditures.

There are also disadvantages of course, such as payments of license fees, determining
the value of a company providing the technology, and some problems with searching for
available opportrurities, Still there will be in many cases quite a difference in favor of
section II compared with section I.

The next figure (Fig. 4) describes the increase of turnover by investing in well estab-
Iished technology ( sector III).

The advantage of putting a lot of money into a conventional plant with very little R & D
involved are low expenditures in R & D, further that timing and cash flow of the project
can be rather accurately predicted. This is a typical project which large industries
carry out all the time to erect another steel mill, another PVC or concrete plant and
so on. Very little R & D is typical for this sort of investment.

The disadvantage is that there is no technological advantage over competitors and in-
vestment is endangered by new developments. This leads to conclusions in favor of
sector tr, which is acquisition of technolory (Fig. 5).
Low probability of failure and co-operation with or financing by third parties are easier
to obtain. R & D expenditures are rather low, by reason of the leverage. It is an effec-
tive way to arrive at short or medium-range diversification, and easy adaption of the
supply to the demand in different markets, which means flexible marketing strategies.
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This last point will be described in figure 6. It means that i-f a company wants to
penetrate into new rnarkets, for instance into countries of the third world, acquisition
of technolory might be a very flexible instrument for doing so. You might be well off
in acquiring technology and in then implanting it in a chosen new market.

Figure 6 explains methods of exploiting an invention in different areas by adapting it to
specific needs of the local market. This activity is weII suited for a multinational com-
pany with its specific resources in R & D and marketing. Figure 6 leads us to a specif-
ic group of TT Activity, providing technological know-how to developing countries, a
hot issue at this very moment. As it turns out, multinational companies are best suited
to transfer technology into developing countrÍes. Certainly, they have nowadays and in
firture to avoid becoming a dominating power.

Technolory acquisition has to be interrelated with the comPanyrs organization and
present activities. Basically each large company can acquire any existing technology.
But a lot of failures have shown that some requirements have to be met for a success- '

ful acquisition, A basic factor ís the general organizational structure of the company
that wants to acquire something. If this company is mainly profit-center-oriented it
may acquire everything profitable that is available for acquisition, as the conglomerat-
ed in the Unietd States have shown. We then have the case of merely financial acquisi-
tion, and new technology can be neglected. Another extreme is a monolythic company
with one main product, where no action has been taken so far regarding new types of
activities because of lack of expertise, management capacity, research capacity, and
so on. Technology acquisition in this case might then be a real tool for diversification.

The next figure (Fig. 7) shows one of the possible otganizalíonal forms to acquire new
technologies in a large company. In our example a ttnew ventures group tr exists which
evaluates various technologies. There is a selection committee, which then makes
proposals to general management. In this commÍttee there is always a member of the
division, responsible fot realizatíon, and the so-called rrnew ventures grouprr, who
are professionals, who can compare 20 or even 50 different items according to standard
criteria.

The next figure (Fig. 8) gives a brief explanation of a case of technology transfer
resulting from interaction between basic research and new technology, \Me have chosen
the case of NASA-fallout. Plotting technological progress, or rrtechnological sophis-
tication rr against time, we went back to the ten years between 1960 and 1970 when most
of the NASA basic research was carried out. In our example, the highest sophistication
is represented in the basic research of NASA.

The technologr of aerospace construction lags behind theoretical designs. It is well
known, for instance, that basic research has already provided the design of much fur-
ther improved propulsion systems but technology could not follow (for instance: Lack
of heat resistant material for prolonged use at 1400oC). This means that the problem
was solved theoretically in the laboratory but could not be realized in actual practice.
The civilian technology, which also keeps improving all the time, is much further
below in sophistication and progress than the NASA technolory.

It has often been predicted that basic research and technology of NASA and other
government-financed research centers (two upper curves in Fig. 8) witt lift civilian
technolory. T}¡erefore infigure 8, curve 'rdttwas expected. If there would be no in-
fluence of NASA-fallout, we would have curve "f1'. What happened so far corresponds
to about cu.rve rrer!. Ttre main problem that our American friends have described to us
is that NASA and other advanced technologl' centers moves ahead much faster than the
civilian technology. Thus, the gap between the two groups of technolory is widening,
as it is shown in figure 8.
Therefore the taxpayer and even leading men in industry say that the US-government
should slow down the fast advancing basic research and technology activity because of
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the widening gap to civilian nonaerospace applications.

I have chosen this example because NASA has made their reports available also to
companies outside the US, except for a very few specific subjects. I assume that it is
certäin]y more than 9570 of their documentation and expertise, which NASA now has
made available for civilian application.

We have illustrated inthe next figure (Fig. 9) the number of projects which a research
institute might investigate, versus the total expenditure for one new p,roduct going into
true production. As we c¿ùn see, about 5070 of the expenditure is only for selecting
projócts, coming down to three prototypes or two so-called "zero-series ". The timing
ioriechnolory aõquisition is, when perhnps between 40 and 80Vo of the money has been
spent.

Looking at figure 9 the question comes up, whether it is possible to find someone who
spendsã lot õf money sorting out many ideas to make the results available to a third
pãrty. eut there are such organizations, not only NASA arrd -other Governernnt support-
ed rêsearch teams, who are trying and sorting out virtually hundreds of ideas, mater-
ials andprocesses. Also, large private R & D institutions like GE make ?tfallout?'of

their woik available to thÍrd parties. Inputs for technology acquisition or transfer often
come from quite different industries, tban the industry finally using the fallout.

In the.next figure (Fig. 10) we have plotted against time the maturity of a product or
process, beginning with the original idea. In phase tra?tthis invention or development,
like so often-, makes good progress at first. Afterwards it is for some time difÏicult to
predict whether it wilt sucõeed, stagnate or collaps. In our exampte it .lisappeals from
view, perhaps for years. I sometimes compare projects in stage "b'r with a little
mou¡rtain stieam that goes underground, disappears between rocks, so you believe it is
gone forever. But further down Ít comes out again. Perhaps not much has been lost of
ihe original input. This comeback might take, in our time scale, a few years or even
more than ten years. After this comeback the project might make good progress as we
have shown in section rrctt of the curve.

We have explained in figure 10 that there are three different possible timings for tech-
nologr acquisition. Some courageous people might acquire during time interval "arr.
I can give you an example of this.

A master of the art of technology acquisition Ís Mr. Hutzenlaub, who many years ago

acquired a rather u¡feasible development called the I'Wankel t'-engine and recently sold
it jointly with the original inventor for a large sun to General Motors and to six
Japanese comparúes on a license basis. The Wankel-engine was acquired at phase rrarr,

whère leading ex¡lerts did not believe in success and while prototypes were still under
test, it went through phase rrb?t but came back again.
Although phase rrbn is also a time for acquisition, the best timing is certainly lrcrr,

wbere the probability of success is already easier to establish. Most large companies
would acquire here.

What are the reasons for the developing group giving up here at 'tc'Î or needing some-
one else as promoter ? Some of the possible reasons are lack of capital or lack of ex-
perts or no feasible application or they just cannot solve a detail problem.

According to findings of the IRI New York (19721, acquisition in chemical industry in
the US haÈ been rather small in the last ten years relative to total sales. But recently
licensing has increased at a remarkable rate. Consultants and employees of chemical
companies are touring Japan and Europe constantly. They have the following main
reasons for doing so:
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1. Present economic climate: Iicensing is surer, Iess risk.

2. To get technology which is already in existence,

3. Many companies that would not have licensed several years ago will do it now as one
way to get additional funds.

A survey has shown that two-thirds of the IRI companies present at a specific seminar
had formal license-seeking groups. One third of them were created in the last two
years. These licensing groups report either directly to the president, to the patent
department or to the corporate marketing vice-president.

My exposé was mainly directed to new developments of such industries as metallurgy,
metals transformation, machinery, electrical equipment, cars and heavy chemicals,
therefore not so much to industries that are very research-dependent like pharmaceut-
icals. The industries which I have named are, in the coming years of the seventies,
more development than research oriented. If a company of this group wants to diversify
or to establish activity in a new advanced technology, it can, to a certain extent, rely
on acquisition of technolog'y as a supplement to their otlvn research. But remember that
the sector II, which is mentioned in figures 1 and 3, needs trained research people
because of the " Ieveragert. So you ahüays need experienced personnel in the research
department to judge and to further develop the acquired 'rnewrrtechnology. Therefore
technology acquisition has to be well balanced against in-house research. Technology
acquisition can very well provide strength and success to a number of industrial R & D
groups.

Figqre 11 gives finally a schematic description of the innovation process, constisting
of six subsequent steps. A successful innovation is therefore one, which reaches stage
VI with a positive cash flow.
The main element of technology transfer is not to have all six steps carried out in the
same organizatíon or company, Preferably, a technology acquisition is carried out to-
wards the end of the process, between stage III and VI'
Government agencies recently insist, for instance in Germany andthe USA, that feder-
al research subsidies should lead to innovations, therefore the subsidized program
should be carried on until stage VI. This often requires technology transfer between a
research organization and a production company approximately in stage III or IV (or
close co-operation already much earlier).
But also industrial companies are nowadays pushing harder to find profitable items
resulting in successful irrnovation by technologr transfer.
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DiSCUSSION

Question

Although I belong to a company who has implemented what the speakers have described
this morning in every detail and although I have indeed contributed to the development
of some of the techniques and am operating them succesfully, I was most interested by
their presentation and most gratified by the thoroughness with which it has been present-
ed. I feel that I might be of some use to this audience if I say somethÍng about what it
feels like to have the wormrs eye view of the stripe of operation and organisation, what
it feels like to be someone who has to operate the system and try and make it work.
I think the most important factor I would draw attention to, is that if technolory trans-
fer is operated properly, there is an enormous work load on the managers who operate
it. Good communications in practice means a very large amount of committee rÀ/ork. I
myself am a full-time member of five committees, and I report at least to another five.
Just work this out on the basis of monthly meetings and you can sit down and write out
my diary pretty accurately. Since I am also a working scientist, this makes it rather
difïicult to do creative work.
Secondly, on the point of Dr. Pearsonrs how ideas are transferred. I think that the good
operation of technology transfer depends not only on establishing the right organisation,
but also on establishing the right personality mix. I have seen many technology trans-
fer actions collapse because they were established by decree between individuals who
were unwilling to co-operate. Such pressures will often demotivate people from work-
ing together and encourage them to work elsewhere, something which under a greal,
deal of pressure of work is frequently justifiable.
One final point, which perhaps did not come out clearly, although I am sure the speak-
ers would agree with me. They have stressed that R & D in a particular organisation
must be able to evaluate outside ideas and contribute to them. I would take this a little
further. I think R & D must be continuously working in the areas which are of interest
to the company and to acquire, what we call, 'scientific capital'. If a problem arises,
it is far too late to start \ryorking on it. If you have not been in the area for some years
already, you are going to be ineffective. Therefore, if a company can afford it at aIl,
the R & D effort must be continuously maintained to do fundamental or fundamental
applied research in an area which will build up the scientific capital in the topics of
technology of most interest to the company.
Finally, a question to Dr. Pearson, He mentioned 'new ventures' activities and in the
way he drew it on his diagram, it seemed to be outside the R & D function. Now, there
are arguments for having it in R & D and arguments for having it outside R & D, and I
would be most interested in the views of Dr. Pearson.

Answer

(Pearson) I mentioned that about half the companies we have been discussing - and that
is a large group - had rnew venturesr activities. I think that the balance of having them
in R & D or outside, was slightly in favour of outside. It is very difficult to assess per-
formance, but I think the general opinion is that those outside R & D are operating a
little bit more successfullythanthose inside R & D. But, of course, that depends on
how you define success. Those outside, tend to be working in a wider field, the ones
working in R & D tend to be rattrer more constrained by the existing technologS', and
secondly, do not appear to have the same poïver to exploit. They do market analysis,
they suggest areas that might be developed, they investigate whether the technology is
available and v¿hether there is a potential market. But with lnew ventures' groups out-
side R & D, you actually see them going ahead and doing it. There is evidence that
more products and processes have come out of rnew ventures groupsr outside R & D
than inside ones. But the sample is not large and does not allow of definite conslusions.
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Question

As far as the pharmaceutical industry is concerned, one key element of a programme
of product acquisition is the availability of products for exchange, products that can be

o""d in negotiätions. In our experience, a firm sometimes is wilting to offer a product
ottty it it gËts another product in return by licensing, instead_of receiving money. This
ir i¡¡ i-põrtart fact, bècause it points out the importance and value of own R & D. You

can onþ-acquire a newþroduct in this way on the basis of your own R & D capability' I
think iiis necessary toãmphasize this, because in discussions about product acquisit-
ion versus in-house R & D; these two processes for acquiring a new product are often
seen as inimical, rather than as complementary, I think that both ways for acquiri^ng a

new product should be seen as synergètic, as in-house R & D and technologSr transfer
can ltad to the same result: a new product. But this wiII have an influence on the
research objectives; ifyou accept éxchange ofproducts as one of-the forms oftechnolo-
gy transfer," then you must have a set of cìmpounds that can be offered to interested

färties. This atso leads to a spreading of the risks. And it is easier to evaluate a new

þroduct if you can fall back on your owì and licenced products. I would like to hear the
opinion of Dr. Pearson and Dr' Altenpohl on this.

Answer

(Altenpohl) I agree. Pharmaceutical and chemical companies should maintain a strong
ies"a*"h divi"iãtt, not only for safeguarding their own position, but also for swapping
products and processes. ihere seems to be a tremendous market in this field. I have
-been 

surpris.ã to h"ar that in the United States virtually all large chemical firms have

Iicenóe seeking and licence offering groups traveling all over the world. This is a quite
new development, it did not exist even five years ago.
(Pearson) Yes, I do agree. I have one point to make, and it may be somewhat theoretic-
àt, ¡ot it iras practicafimplications. If you are in an area of very high uncertainty -,and
the pharmaceutical industiy is in that area - the probability of success is very small
and the funds that have to be invested are very high indeed. Ttren swapping technology,
products and processes tends to lessen the risk.
In the past mãny firms wanted to exploit the results of their own R & D, but there has

been Jchange he"". For if you are in a field where the degree of success is very low,
there will be many periods of time when there is nothing, and suddenly you will have
two or three things together and you carurot e>çloit all of them. Then you must be
prepared to buy yìur technology during the lean periods and to seII it outside in the
õther situation. This policy enables you to stabilize your cash-flow position.

Question

At a rather similar conference that I was attending recently, Prof. Jevons gave the
first paper, and he said: Science is the acquisition of knowledge. Here I would like to
bracket science and research. Now technology, which I regard as possible development,
can be defined as rrthe bapability to do thingstr. In other words science or research
does play a strong supporting role, but not, necessarily, an initiative tole. Scientists
respond to problems presented to them, they do not necessarily generate the project,
butãre able to promote its further progress by the introduction of innovative ideas.
Would you like to comment on these points ?

Answer

(Pearson) I think the whole of the innovation field is bedevilled by the fact that for every
Àingte case which gives you some rule, there is another one that grves you other rules.
The Pilkington casè, for example, does seem to be not rurtypical of technological
developments. Here the engineering and technologícal side came first, but R & D play-
ed a significant part at alater stage, when problems had to be solved. And the engin-
eering ãnd chemical industries accept that many developments start in a fairly prag-
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matic way, but that you have to look at the basics of it, in order to optimize the condi-
tions and to improve the efficiency as such. But there are eertain cases, like in the
pharmaceutical industry, where it is the other way round. There the markets are weII
defined, you larow Ìvhere you can sell drugs and there are strict rules. The stimulus
has to be creativity in innovation in the R & D department. It is from there that you
take the ideas and you put them trough very extensive process development and testing
procedures.
So I would not disagree with Prof. Jevons, but say only that different industries have
different ways in which they operate.
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Is it cheaper to buy a process than develop one's own?

Dr. A.M. Thrush
Shell International Chemical Compan¡¿
London
Great Britain

You will perhaps have noticed that the title of my presentation has changed somewhat
during the various editions of the programme, sometimes it is: rrlt is cheaper to buy a
process than develop onets owntt, and sometimes it is: ttls it cheaper to buy a process
than to develop oners own?r'
Ttris apparent uncertainty sums up pretty well our own experience in this field, I have
recently looked back through the history of various developments in my own company to
see whether there are any general guidelines to be deduced from our experience. Ttre
obvious thing which seems to come out clearly is that it all depends upon the question
"At what stage in the development of a new product or process do you wish to enter the
field with a commercial plant ?"
If one plots the cost of development against time one gets the familiar "S" curve, i.e.
at the begiruring of the development the research expenditures are relatively small and
then as one enters into the fullscale development stage they rapidly increase, flattening
out again later as the project comes near completion. If one wishes to be in with the
commercial exploitation at aî early stage in this development then there is no way of
avoiding very substantial research and development effort, and it makes no difference
in these cases whether the idea originated in one's own laboratories or whether one
acquired the invention under licence from a third party. To illustrate this point, let me
give some examples from our own experience. I would like to stress that I have confin-
ed my examples to our experience in the chemical field which, of course, is highly re-
search oriented ¿1¿ m¡ybe the conclusions would not be completely applicable to other
fields.
Not that I want to suggest that this sort of development curve only occurs in relatively
young industries. Although an industry as a whole has reached avery mature stage it
is quite possible for a new development in that industry to have its own rrS'r curve.
This frequently happens in the petroleum industry and even in an industry as old as
glass the development by Pilkingtons of their float glass process shows that new lrS rl

curves can start in very old insutries. The fact that Pilkingtons are currently earning
many millíons per annum in royalties, shows how important a development is was. But
to return to our own experience in the chemical field.
Firstly, where we have "bought inrtan invention at an early stage of development. Any
large organization must, of course, al'"vays be on the lookout for any inventions arising
either from small inventors or small companies who do not possess full capabilities
either for technological development, marketing or raw material supply position to ex-
ploit fully their ideas on a world-ïvide basis.
Naturally, \rye, just as Itm sure most other industrial organizations, are subjected to a
constant stream of offered inventions - perhaps âs many as a hundred per year and only
one or two of these have any real chance of getting off the ground in a substantial way.
Nevertheless, from time to time one has the oppoç'tunity of acquiring a licence ulder
an invention which fits with onets own capacities for further development. However,
when such an opportunity does arise one can usually only acquire the undeveloped basic
idea which, hopefully, wiII already have been protected by patents, and one must be
prepared to invest in considerable further research and development to bring the idea
to commercial fruition.
Looking back, we can see that we have successfully done this in the field of epoxy re-
sins, wheré we took a licence in L947 under the early work of Devoe & Raynolds, which
was predominantly on the use of epoxy resin in the surface-coating field.
Devoe & Raynolds ìvas an American Paint & Varnish manufacturing company and, al-
though the principal end use for the epoxy resins was in this field, they felt they did not
have the resources to exploit their developments to the full. For this reason, they en-



tered into discussions with SheII Chemical Corporation in the USA, who were in a much
better position to manufacture epichlorhydrin - one of the starting materials - and, in
fact, already had some of this mâterial available from the manufâcture of synthetic
glycerine.
Þèrhaps even more important than this, Devoe-Raynolds came to the conclusion that
the subject called for much more research and development expenditure to resolve the
shortcomings exhibited by the laboratory-made products and to resolve commercial
manufacturing problems
It was in this field that the various Shell companies (including a very substantial con-
tribution from the Dutch laboratories) were able to contribute by being prepared to in-
vest considerable money and effort in the further research and development need, with
the result that over the years several hundred patents were added to the original
Iicensed portfolio. Although the royalties paid for this licence for use of these inven-
tions outside the US has been several million dollars, this has been a small figure
compared wittr the add.itional R & D expenditure that has been necessary over the years
in this field.
A similar situation arose in the case of the I'drint'insecticides - Aldrin, Dieldrin and
Endrin - where the original inventions were controlled by a small American firm call-
ed ttVersicol ", who did not have the capabilities of commercialízing this on a world-
wide scale, and so we acquired the world-wide rights under licence.
In this case, the royalties ìilere even higher but, once again, the products were event-
ually a commercial success. However, this success was only achieved after we had
ex¡rended a very large sum on our own research and development effort in the field of
development of the manufacturing process and of agricultural and toxicological trials.
In neither of these cases were we actively looking for the type of invention which we
acquired and, of course, it was no criticism of our own research orgânizations that we
had not developed these ideas internally but any large organization ought to be prepared
to take these opportunities as they arise and to be perpetually on the lookout for this
type of process where it possesses the capability of bringing the exploitation of an in-
vention made by a small organization to a profitable conclusion.
The great dÍfficulty is always to be able to select the idea that has real commercial
potential from the hundreds of ideas which are on offer from outside inventors. Of
couïse, the original invention may not have originated from a Small company and I
suppose polypropylene is an example of this, where the patent covering the basic in-
vention was licensed to several companies who then proceeded to spend considerable
sums of their own research and development money on the further development and
commercialization of- the original idea. At the time we took this original licence in
1g55, polypropylene luas a new plastic and very much remained to be discovered about
its economic manufacture, its various applications and the properties of each grade
required for each application. Once again, it was necessary for us to mount an exten-
sive R & D programme, leading eventually, as you may know, to our erecting several
manufacturing plants in various countries. In this case too our R & D ex¡lenditure was
large compared with the royalty payments, even though these were high.
Now, of course, polypropylene has reached a much more mature phase in its develop-
ment and several semFanies are offering their process for licence. This means that
nowadays a new entrant into field can purchase commercially proven technology and a
mature product range for a royalty that witl probably not exceed, say, Ê 2 million for
a Iarge-sized modern plant.
I have looked back at our research and development costs in this field and find that they
have been an order larger. It is therefore clear that it would not make economic sense
for a company or country wishing now to enter into the polypropylene field to try to in-
dependently develop their own proc-ess when the complete technology is available for a
fraction of the orÍginal development costs. (However, the new entrant following the
licensing approach for a performance product tike polypropylene should realize, how-
ever, that it will probably prove neoessary for him to t'up-date I'his product range in
the course of time; the know-how for this he will either have to acquire from his licen-
sor or obtain through own R & D).
We can see that the same sort of situation also exists in similar products that we have
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developed in the polymer field, such as polyisoprene or SBR rubbers.
Similarly, in the field of ethylene oxide manufacture, we sell our process at only a
fraction of our cumulative R & D expenses in this field.
This brings me on to those cases where we ourselves found it possible and economical-
ly attractive to purchase commercially proven technology rather than carry out our own
development work. In these cases it is clear that what wç \ryere interested in acquiring
was not so much the irurovative idea but rather the commercial experience gained by
having operated a full-scale plant and product line, i. e. we were wishing to manu.fac-
ture a product which had already reached the flat part al the top of the t'S " curve. This
was the case where we purchased the British Petroleum Licence for Phenol manufac-
ture and the Nitric Acid process from Montecatini-Edison. In both of these cases, com-
pletely proven designs were available and experience had already been gained in large-
scale operation of the plants in other locations; furthermore, both cases concerned

" specification " produõts. We calculated in these cases that the royalties we were ask-
ed to pay were considerably less than the estimated cpst of developing similar pro-
cesses ourselves.
With the benefit of hindsight, we still believe this was the right decision'
lhere is another intermediate series of examples where we bought commercially
proven technology but still fowrd it necessary to continue our o\ryn research and de-
velopment work, i. e. we purchased at a point before the S-curve had flattened out.
ThuÀ, for example, we took licences for the manufacture of both High Pressure Poly-
ethylene and Polyvinyl Chloride. In both cases there had been commercial experience
of the processes on a large-scale and we no doubt paid at the time less than it would
have cost for us to have repeated the development - not to mention the perhaps more
important aspect of the time that was saved. But, nevertheless, at the stage at which
wJtook the licences, the products were not so mature that further development of pro-
duct requirements had ceased and so we have had to maintain an R & D effort to keep
ourselves up to the developing market requirements.
Our experience has therefore been that if we wanted to enter the commercial e4ploita-
tion at the early stage, the option was not open to us to buy a completely developed
process and therefore it was inevitable that this large R & D expense should be incur-
ied. If , however, we wished to enter the commercial exploitation at a stage further
along the rrS tr curve, when the product or process had reached a mature stage, then it
is in our experience almost certainly cheaper to buy a commercial process based upon
a third partyts commercial experience than to start late in the game and develop one's
ownprocess. Atanintermediatestageinthet'S"curve, itischeapertobuyaprocess,
but one must supplement it with own R & D.
We have found Jiew exceptions to this where we have been able to use our particular
ex¡lertise in a special field to develop a process to match an existing process available
from a third party at a cheaper price than the licence fee, but these are rather excep-
tional cases àna iney are limited to areas in which we had already built-up a very sub-
stantial background knowledge and really it is then a question of adapting this knowledge
to the specific requirementsof the new process. Moreover, they were cases where the
licensoi did not hãve real full scale experience of the process we needed, and so we
could not avoid some R & D for the modification of the process.
From the comments I have made above, you might get the impression that our research
is always successfuL but, of course, I have perhaps no need to point out, the greatest
risk is-not that one wiII spend more on developing a process than one would have had to
spend on buying the procéss from a third party but that one will spend a lot of money

"ttd "ffo"t 
on 

"ã"errãh 
and not end up with any commercially useable results. This may,

of course, happen if one had been unable to solve the technological problems but an even
greater dânger is that by the time one has finished oners development work, the origin-
ãt ob;ectiveé no longer fit the commercial needs of the current situation' I can, per-
haps, give two cases of this in our own experience: t

firsity', the process for the manu.facture of butadiene from n-butene by oxidative dehy-
drogeñátion using iodine. when we started the developTent-of this Droce-ss it seemed
r nãty promisinf route to obtain low-cost butadiene and, after much difficulty and ef-
fort, ihè technolãgical problems were more or less solved but by this time butadiene
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had become available by extraction of naphtha cracker streams to a far greater extent
and at a far lower cost than had been anticipated, which undermined the whole economic
need for the dehydrogenation.
Another case was the development of the Shell Chlorine Process, which was a modified
Deacon Process designed to overcome a problem of excess, not easily utilizeable, hy-
drogen chloride. After much money and effort had been spent in developing this process,
the problem disappeared simply by an alternative outlet arising for the hydrogen chlo-
ride. Once again, there is a strong advantage in buying technology, because you do not
have to buy it until you need it and therefore the chance of buying something that you
dontt in practice need is remote, whereas research expenditures has to be incurred
several years before the commercial need is confirmed.
Of course, some people might be tempted to thinl< that it must therefore always be
better to avoid this waste of money on research and development and not enter fields at
a very early stage but to wait until they are more mature and then buy the technology.
I have from time to time heard that view expressed in my own organization. But it is
not as simple as that because, although if one enters the field at an early stage one
takes a great technological risk, i-f one enters a field at a later stage there are other
types of risk. Thus, 1o1' s¡¿mFle, the technolory may be completely proven and one
may be able to buy for a reasonable sum a more or less trouble-free process, but ât
that stage there will certainly be much more competition from other products and it
will almost certainly be necessary to construct plants for a large scale to be economic-
al in the advanced stage of that technology, The table gives some examples.
This will necessarily involve the investment of very large sums of capital and thus in-
volve larger financial risks, even in a technologically risk-free area. Nevertheless al-
though there are obvious advantages in being in at the early stage of a development of
new products or processes, for those companies or countries wishing to enter a field

^t 
a late stage it obviously does not make sense for them to attempt to redevelop for

themselves processes already available elsewliere and they are fa:r better advised to
buy the technology and devote their research and development efforts to the develop-
ment of newer processes or products not yet available from other parties.
May I conclude by saying that I believe that 7t is the role of the licensing man to try
and make the statement: ttlt is cheaper to buy a process than develop one's own'r true.
And I believe that an increase in the flow of technology under licence would make a
positive contribution to society by preventing undue duplication of effort in the R & D
field.
Just as the second-hand car salesman - no matter how reprehensible you may find him
- performs a useful task of preventing cars being merely discarded when the original
owner wants a new one, the licensing man also prevents waste of technologÍcal effort -
with the added advantage that the original owner can continue to use the technolog'y even
after he has sold it.
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DISCUSSION

Question

I would like to know: How is your licence balance ? Do you spend more or do you earn
more.

Answer

Well, as a matter of fact ïVe earn more than 
"ve 

spend, and in our annual reports we
are tempted to boast about this. But I think that really, you should not compare this,
you should never take you income from licensing and substract the sum you have to
spend as a licensee. You really should add them together, because this sum is a
measure of the utilization of technology.

QuestÍon

There is something that I have missed in your presentation, and that is the inJluence of
your sales organisation. If you are diversifying by buying new technology, this means
that you will have to handle in the near future a number of new products. If you have a
good sales organisation or one that can be enlarged rather easily, you can afford to buy
your new technology rather late, But if you have to build up your sales organisation
also, it seems to me that you will have to buy rather early. Do you agree with that ?

Answer

\MelI, we are in the first situation. We have a large sales net',vork and for us it is usual-
ly a question of adding new products to an existing network.
But if you have not and if you have to build up your sales force, this does not mean
necessarily that you have to buy rather early. It is usually possible, and often your
licensor will welcome it, to enter into a pre-supply arrangement. You arrange to buy
your technology three or four years hence and in the meantime you start to sell the
product of your future licensor. Of course you have to plan this rather carefully, but
you still can buy a mature process.

Question

I take your point that licensing can reduce your technological risk. But there are other
risks, and I can think of a number of cases where there has been litigation between
licensees and licensors. Some of these processes were not very successful and some
can only described as a near disaster. So I think that you do not always ensure perma-
nent happiness by licensing.
Another point I want to make, is that if you do your own research, the profitability is
much greater. The early people in polypropylene were able to charge much higher
prices and make much greater profits than those who licensed later and built their
enormous plants.
The last point I want to make, is that your own R & D can make existing processes ob-
solete. When a firm went into making phenol from cumene, there were very good phe-
nol processes available for licensing. But they chose a new route and inadvertent made
all other processes obsolete.

Answer

I quite agree with the first part of your remarks. Licensing can reduce your technolo-
gical risks, but there are other ones and you cannot avoid them all. Your remark on
profitability sums up, I think, the point I wanted to make. I think that buying a process
is cheaper than developing it yourself, but I did not say that it is more profitable.
Usually, it is not. If you are in from the start, you have two advantages. You donrt
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have to build a larger plant and the table at the end of my paper did show just that.
Secondly, the price of the new product tends to be rather high for some time, and in
this way you recoup your heavy investment in R & D.
The curve that Dr. Altenpohl showed, is, I think, quite illuminating in this respect.
But I do think that buyilg processes and licensing does have a place. At the risk of
abusing my own profession, I have likened the license man to a second-hand car dealer.
You may not like them very much, but I think they have a place in society, and I think
that it is the job of the licensing's department to see to it that üechnolog¡r is widely
used, rather than thrown away or not ex¡rloited ln certain areas.

Question

I have a question about the S-curve you showed. What exactly do you mean by costs,
does that include the costs of commercial introduction of a new product ?

Answer

No, it are only the development costs, but these can include the manufacture of a pilot
plant, andthatisof courseoneof theunprofitableelements. Andthisiswhy, atthe
end of your R & D sequence, costs are going up steeply, because there you have to
erect your pilot plant ¿rnd to do your trial marketing.

So you do include trial marketing in you total costs?

Yes.
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The role of foreign technology in Japanrs development in the post war period

Mitsuya Okano
Manager of Foreign DePartment
Sumitomo Chemicals Co. Ltd
Osaka
Japan

Mr. chairman, ladies and gentlemen:

It is very pleasant being back in Rotterdam again, And I am especially honoured to have

the opportunity to share this platform with so many distinguished s-peakers.
When f looked at the title of my paper, I remembered something of my past days' I en-
tered the company in 1949, 4 years after the end of World War II. In those days when I
was told by -V superior to make a trip to Tokyo from Osaka, I had to reserve a place
in the train a few ãays in advance. Seldom reservation of a seat was possible. All what
we tried to do was to buy a ticket and to get on the train somehow. The car vsas so
jammed that the people got in and out through the windows. It took 14 hours to go to
Toþo and I sometimes had to stand on my feet most part of that 14 hours '

But a young man as I was I still liked to be ordered to go to Toþo.
Now tñe bullet trains do Tokyo and Osaka in 3 hours and 10 minutes and they leave
Osaka at every 20 minutes, Com-fortable seats are guaranteed in air-conditioned cars
and I must go to Tokyo at least once a week and I hate it'

Ttrere has been no time as now when the people in Japan have lost so much confidence
in making forecasts, Things change so quickly and so drastically that what was true
yesterday is no longer applicable to today's situation'
if I Ua¿ been standiñg herè on this platform two years ago, I probably would have start-
ed by saying how fasi the Japanese economy was growing and how greatly we were em-
barrãssed bìy an unduly targè foreign exchange reserve. But the Japanese miracle of
economic growth is already a story of the past.
I believe e"verybody knowsihat, compared with the majority of industrialized world
poïvers, Japan sinäe the war has experienced a very remarkable growth. During the
ãecade of the sixties, yearly figu.res of 11 to 15 percent grouth were fairly common'
Businessmen, economists and óommentators tried to explain why such a high grouth
rate of the economy was possible for Japan. Some said it was because the Japanese
people are diligent and hârd working orbecause their educational level is high. Others
ãai¿ it was becãuse we had very clever bureaucrats and their well planned policy guid-
ed the economy in the right dirãction. Some western scholars said with a light tone of

envy that it wa's becaus.lhe"e had been a very close and co-operative relation between
the Government and industries.

High capital investment

I agree with most of those observations, but if I am asked to indicate only one factor 
-

whlch contributed the most to such a high growth îate, I would choose the high rate of

capital investment as the primary factor.
In the years from 1965 to 1970, inve sets in Jap
arurual average rate of 17.4 70. In co s for other
ttie 2.5 7o of.lhe U. S. , 3' 6 7o of the United 1 4' 3 % of w
To finance such rapid increase of investme industries
on borrowed funds. You may be surprised to hear that the rate of owned capital as

against the total assets of the corpoiation, averages only 20 %o_in Japan' Before the

wãr it used to be at around 60 7o ind it is also around that level in the U. S. and other

western countries.
Increases in capital investments however brought the following effects:
fi""t, it increaied the effective demand. Due to such vigorous capital investment, the



demand for steel, cement, machinery, etc. increased rapidly. To produce more steel,
more cement and more machinery, they invested more money to expand their plants.
Secondly, vigorous investment created more jobs and increased people's income. This,
in turn, created more demand for consumer goods'
Thirdly, the high rate of capital investment enabled us to promote the change of the
Japanese industrial structure. As living standards increased, consumer emphasis
shifted from food to clothing and then to housing. In the industrial sector, the emphasis
shifted from light industry to the heavy and chemical industries. New investments were
generally directed toward the sector which was expanding the fastest, and the sectors
in which international demand was high. This was possible because the rate of invest-
ment was high.
Fourthly, vigorous investment into the growing export industries increased productivi-
ty and reduced production costs. This boosted the international competitive power of
Japanese industries. Let me cite the example of steel. In 1952, to produce one ton of
Steel it required 6. 03 man hours in Japan. By 7962, the figure had been lowered to
only 1, 86 man hours.
Thus Japan was able to acquire more foreign exchange. This, in turn, enabled her to
undertake further plant expansions. Ttris resulted in a sort of multiplication effect and
the growth of the Japanese economy was boosted to a very high tempo'

Why has capital investment been so high in Japan? A prime factor was rapid technical
innovation by Japanese industry. When there are rapid technical irurovations, manage-
ment must invest in new, better facilities to produce new and better products, as
otherwise it would not be able to meet competition. Thus, Japan's investment boom
was also paralleled by a great technical innovation boom.
In short, the pattern of development was, that the rapid technological innovations in-
duced high capital investment and in turn boosted production, reduced costs, increased
foreign exchange earnings and boosted the Japanese economy.
In such post-war boom of technological irurovations, the most characteristic feature
was a vigorous introduction of foreÍgn technologies.

Japan joined the society of industrialized nations during the Meiji revolution in the
Iatter part of 19th century and ever since has continued to introduce foreign technolo-
gies. Power stations, radiots, automobiles, trains and almost all industrial products
were introduced from abroad. Even the first war-ship of our navy was one bought from
England. At the beginning of World War II, Japanese industrial technology had come up
fairly close to the international level. However, Japan had been isolated from the wes-
tern world for about 10 years, before and during World War II, and in the meantime
there had been remarkable progress of technical in¡ovation in western countries while
in Japan there was practically no progress. As soon as the war ended, Japanese in-
dustries rushed to introduce the advanced foreign technology to catch up with the wes-
tern nations. The technologies which were introduced aJter the war, were the most ad-
vanced ones available in those days. Due to the devastation of industries by war, the
companies could build new plants on open land, which were based on such modern pro-
cesses. They had not much to lose even when they totally discarded old facilities. De-
vastation of plants by war was unfortunate for Japan, but from the point of view of pro-
motion of innovations, at least it made that easier and it even may have been fortunate,
Not only novel processes, but also novel products have been introduced in Japan by
foreign companies, such as electric washing machines, televisÍon sets, transistor
radio t s, electronic computers, petrochemical products etcetera.
Irurovation also occured in export industries. When world demand for cotton textiles
leveled ofT, the Japanese invested money in plants for rayon and synthetic fibers. When
new products, such as transistor radiots, tape recorders and television sets came on
the market, they rushed to expand their plants to produce these new products. Accord-
ing to Japanese Government statistics, of the total value of goods manufactured in
Japan in 1972, 40 7o was accounted for by products which had been introduced after the
end of the war. This ratio was even higher in electric industries and chemical indus-
tries. It was 50 Vofor electtícal plants and nearly 100 7o for petrochemical products.
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By far the majority of these new products and processes came from abroad and they
were in the sector which was the fastest growing in postwar economy. In the period
from 1950 to 1960, when the Japanese economy was in the stage of rapid postwar de-
velopment, the average rate of growth of all manuÍacturing industries was 21 7o.
Whereas the output of the products, manufactured by the processes introduced from
abroad, increased at the phenomenal rate of.72 Vo per year.
This is a good proof that the introduction of foreign technology was one of the major
driving forces of the postwar economic development of Japan,
A small electric company in Tokyo, employing 500 people, was making tape-recorders
inthe late 1940rs with arurual sales of a quarter of a million dollars. They had dis-
covered the possibility of application of transistors to radiors, so they introduced the
semi-conductor technology of Western Electric Co. In 1955, this company introduced
their first set of transistor radio's on the market. By the late 50Ìs their sales were
already 10 million dollars, and last year they sold one billion dollars of aII kinds of
electric goods. The name of the company is Sony.
AII the major Japanese transistor manufacturers started their business by introducing
the knowhow of Western Electric, RCA, GE, Philips, etcetera. Although they started
production 6 years later than their licensers, their total production of transistors sur-
passed the total of any country by 1959 and now they export about 80 7o of.theír output.
Television is another tlpical example,
When Japanese industry desired to go into this promising new field, they found that
most of the basic patents on TV were in the possession of RCA, Westinghouse, EMI ì

and Philips. Japanese industries licensed the patents and knowhow to go into this field.
More than 60 cases of licence agreements have been entered in this field in the period
from 1951 to 1961.
Toyo Rayon Company started to study synthetic fÍbers during World War II. The studies
were conducted wrder the disguise that they were studying plastics for aircrafts, be-
cause the Japanese military governrnent did not like to see any research efforts going
on in fields other than those related to military purposes . As soon as the war \ryas over,
Toyo put the results of their research into practice, and by 1948 they had constructed
a plant to produce socks made of a polyamide fiber, which was slightly different from
Du Pont's nylon in its molecular structure. But in 1950, only two years later, they
made an astonishing dècision. It was the most significant management decision ever
mâde in their corporate history, I believe. They abandoned their own process of poly-
amide fiber and introduced Du Pont's nylon technology by paylng as initial fee a lump
sum of 3 million dollars, in addition to 3 7o royaþ.
When you consider that the total annual sales of Toyo Rayon in that year were only 50
million dollars, you can imagine how drastic their decision was. But the company grew
rapidly after that and when their competitors rushed to get into this field, Toyo was al-
ready the leader and the largest textile firm in Japan. In 1973 their sales amounted to
nearly l.l bitlion dollars, andthis makes them one of the worldts largest synthetic
fiber manufacturers.
The Japanese petrochemical industry is perhaps the best example. The Japanese petro-
chemical industry now ranks as the second largest in the free world. It has a capacity
of 5 million tons of ethylene per year, Japan's petrochemical industry came into exis-
tence in 1958, when a small-capacity ethylene cracker was installed by Mitsui Petro-
chemical Co. , and in the following year by Sumitomo Chemical Co. and Mitsubishi
Petrochemical Co. Between 1960 and 1969, the value of production Íncreased 15 times.
The annual grorl,th rate was 35 percent. Thus, the petrochemical industry became one
of the key elements of our economy.
But what is striking here, is the very heavy dependence on foreign technology. In the
total output of petrochemicals, as high as 92 7o are products manufactured using im-
ported technology.
For example, all of our low-density polyethylene is manufactured using imported tech-
nologr.
The percentage for poþpropylene is 97 7o, for polystyrene it is 92 70. ln comparison,
let me cite a few figures of other countries. West Germany makes all its polyethylene
by its own technology. All pol¡propylene and 46 7o of styrene monomer are also pro-
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duced by their own technolory. In the United Kingdom, they manufacture, I tlaíttk 24 7o

of theirpolyethylene and 26 7o of their styrene monomer by their own technolory.

Why has Japan had to rely so heavily on foreign technology? It is simply because our
petiochemiõal industry started much later than in western countries. When the war
ãnded and the Japanese economy started to take off, the chemical industry rushed to
buy foreign technology to catch up with the western world. The quickest $/ay was to buy
their proven processes. Have we been right in buying technology rather than developing
out own is not my subject today. It has been discussed by the other speakers this mor-
ning and I fully aþree with their excellent analyses. I only point out that, in the case of
Japan, it appears to have been a wise choice because of two reasons. First, we were
hõking ttre fbundation on which to develop new petrochemical technology beca_use of the
war-time gap, Secondly, our economy was just begin:ring its come-back, and the com-
panies weieihort of research funds, and we could not wait until our research labora-
lories turned out new processes. The figures well prove this. As I said before, start-
ing from practically zèro in 1958, we came up to the second position in the free world
in just about 15 years.
Suõh a very rapid growth has come about largely because of the assistance extended by
companies in the UnÍted States and Europe. As to exchange of technolory between Japan
and these foreign partners so far, it has been almost one-way.
Since 1g50 there have been some 14,000 cases of license agreements with foreign cor-
porations. Of these, about 60 percent were with U. S. companies. The total amount of
li"ett"e fees paid by Japan to foreign countries in 1969 amourrted to 430 million dollars'
Ttre total license fees received by Japan from overseas licensees in tlre same year was
only 54 million dollars, or !2.5 percent. This ratio is far below the corresponding
figures for rvVest Germany and France. They receive on the average arourrd 40 percent
and 60 percent, I think.
twhen wè look at it from a di.fferent angle, the ration of license fees paid by Japanese
corporations as against the total disbursement of R & D ex¡renses has been at around
75 Voin 1950s and early 1960s.
However I shall not be fair if I dontt mention the technological inaovations made by our
own industries.
llhere are nqmerous instances in which Japanese firms have developed improvements
and sold such improved technology to other countries.
An excellent example is seen in Japan's steel industry. As in the case of most of
Japants industrialiapabilities at the end of the war, steel capacity was meager, only
1 million tons per yeãr. Today the industry ranks third in the world and has an annual
capacity topping 100 million tons. Japan's steelmakers have developed many improve-
ments in the various ironmaking and steelmaking processes. Today, Japan's steel-
makingtechnology ranks withthe best anywhere, andthe industry leads in several sec-
tors. Among theÈe are basic oxygen steel, use of computer control, capacities of blast
furnaces and preparation and handling of steelmaking raw materials.
Japanese automobile industry is also one of the fastest growing industries in Japan'
Although it is not comparable in its size to the big three of the U. S. or Volkswagen,
they afe a major supplier of automobiles in the world market. And here the develop-
ment of technology came out of their own research laboratories. This is mainly be-
cause the famous Japanese bureaucrats did not open the door of the Japanese automo-
bile market to foreign big business and tried to foster the Japanese car industry by the
principle of self-reliance.
Perhaps our greatest pride is the bullet train of the New Tokaido Line. The trains run
at a nõrmal speed of 210 kitometres per hour under automatic and central train control
system and they have not had even a single casuaþ in the past 10 years.
The licenses of Japanese technology to foreign companies are gradually increasing Ín
number and fees received. Ttre ratio of L2.5 percent which I have just quoted compares
with an average figure of only 8.4 percent for the period 1950 - 1969, and the figure is
now increasing by about two percent a year.
Now let me touch briefly on the more recent situation, Here I wiII sound like a pessi-
mist. The growth figurõs which I have quoted and the rosy prospect of Japanese i¡cono-
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my lasted only until the end of the sixties. The Japanese people have been concentrat-
ing their efforts on rebuilding industry and expanding their materials affluence during
the past two decades and a half. The yourg but small Japanese giant, symbolizing
Japanrs economy, started to grow at a remarkable pace. However, as he grew, he be-
gan to cast larger and larger shadows. The shadows portended rather ominous signs of
unwanted side effects of a too-fast industrial and economic growth. Some of our wiser
Ieaders, several years ago, began sounding warnings about the overly fast economic
growth. However, most of the people did not listen.
First of all, the rapid growth of Japan's exports had caused friction and led to protec-
tionism and talk of quotas in some parts of the world. The great imbalance of trade
triggered two revaluations of the Yen within two years, amounting to a total of almost
35 percent.
Internally, environmentalists stepped up their opposition. Although our total land area
is 10 times larger than Holland, nearly 80 7o consists of mountains and we have ten
times as many people as Holland.
You will no doubt have read of cases of severe pollution of the atmosphere or of mer-
cury poisoning of fish and shellfish. The government policy is giving priority now to
the rectification of such undesirable side effects.
As a result it has become extremely difÏicult to obtain the permission of local govern-
ments for expansion of plants. The opposition of local residents is so strong that the
construction of thermal power stations is now greatly behind schedule. Last year, the
power companies could start orùy 11 Vo oflt,e construction work which they planned to
start for thatyear.
Another serious domestic issue is inflation. The rate of inflation has accelerated since
the beginning of last year and by autumn it had become a very serious one. Just about
that time the oil crisis broke out and brought further complications. Ttre government
took emergency measures and postponed expenditures for public spending, raised the
ofTicial discount rate and enforced a very tight money policy. But the inflationary trend
could not be brought under control.
The increase in the consumer price index in December last year was 19 7o higher than
in the corresponding period of. t972. This was by far the highest rate of infLation in the
world. In the coming spring labour negotiations it is expected that the workers will get
an average pay raise of 20 - 30 70.

Irr spite õf tne toud talks of oil shortage, Japanrs import of crude oil increased by 16 7o

in 1973. The problem now lies not so much in the quantity but in prices.
Last year, Japan imported 290 million kiloliters of crude oil and paid 6 billion U. S.

dollars for it. To import the same amount of oil this year, we would have to pay 6

billion plus 9 billion dollars on top of that. However, Japants foreign exchange reser-
ves have diminished from a peak of 20 billion dollars in 1973, to 12 billion. As of today,
our forecasted trade balance this year will make it most difficult to pay so much for
the import of crude oil alone.
It was a great mistake for Japan to take it for granted that we could continue to buy as
much oil as we needed at economical prices. About 70 /e of Japan's energJ¡ output is
derived from oil and g? 7o of this must be imported. We are therefore trying to scale
down the economy but it will be ar{ully difficult and will inevitably cause serious fric-
tion and dislocation in various sectors of our industry.

Conclusion

Now, in concluding my remarks, I wish to briefly summarize by presenting the follow-
ing points:
1. Foreign technology was the major factor in the technological irurovation ín postwar

Japan;
2. Teìhnological innovation played one of the key roles in the postwar investment boom

which was most contributory to the postwar development of the Japanese economy;
3. We are now seeing gradual increase of licensing of our own technologies; 

-4. The days of very iapia economic gro*'th of Japan have ended. The growth of econo-
my wilt be much slower hereafter;
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5. Finally, Japan is on the road of cutbing down or relocating labour intensive and
heavy energy eonsuming industries, and encouraging more technologr-orientated
industries.

As we all lclow, the Netherlands is world famous for flowers. But in Japan, Netherland
is also loown as the country which ushered us into the western civilization for the first
time in our history. It was âs early as in 1609 that Duteh flag fluttered at Nagasaki and
16 Dutchmen stayed there, It was the only window through which the isolationist feudal
Japan could peek Ínto the advanced western civilization and it is trough such v/indo.vr
that we first introdueed advanced wegtern technologly. It gives me a greet pleasure to
be able to report to you how Japan has developed since you taught us rÂodern science 3
and a half centuries ago.
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DISCUSSION

Question

I was most impressed by the record you gave of the development of Japanese industry.
Belonging to a company that lícenses processes to your country I would like to say that
the co-operation is excellent and that the product you are making is at least as good, if
not better, than the one we make.
Now, two questions. When you described the rapid development of Japanese industry,
you stressed the importance of enormous capital investment. I would like to know what
the bank-rate was in Japan during this period. What was the interest Japanese industry
had to pay for borrowing money and was there enough money available at that time ?

My second question refers to something that has been bothering me for a long time. I
have found out from experience that patenting in Japan is extremely difficult. In fact it
is more difficult than inthe United States, andthat is difficult enough. Iwonder to what
extent this is a deliberate government policy and to what extent this is considered to
have contributed to the technological advance of your country.

Answer

As to the question of the bank-rate, we are no\ry paying from 8 to 17 7a. It depends on
the risk, low risk borrowers pay about 8 70, when there is a rather high risk the rate
is higher. But we have a special deposit rule, saying that a part of the money borrowed
shouldstayatthebank. Mostlyitis20 Voof tlre sum, andsotheactualrateof interest
is higher than the official bank-rate.
Thesecondpartof yourquestion, onpatenting, isratherdifficultforme, aslamnot
an expert. But I think that one of the reasons for the difficulties may be that we have a
different patent system, that does not acknowledge product patents, but only proCesb
patents.
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Advantages of increased involvement of factory development staff in R & D project
teams

Ir. J.J. Hollestelle
Unilever Research Duiven
Zevenaar
The Netherlands

This paper will explain what we at Unilever Research did to get high involvement 
-of

factoiy staff in the introduction of ne\ü processes and equipment into o<isting produc-
tion lines. This has not been an easy process and, as a matter of fact, it took us about
six years to arrive at a system that works well. I will illustrate it with three case his-
tories which witl be discussed in full - including the less successful aspects - as I do

not intend to disguise the mistakes we rnade and the things we did wrong. For what is
the use of making mistakes if you dontt learn from them ?

Let us first have a short look at the organisation of Unilever ( Figure 1 ) . The Unilever
group comprises a great number of production companies all over the world, and each
õompany bèIongs toã certain Product Group. Examples of these groups are: Edible
fatsãnd Dairy products, Foods and Drinks (incorporating a wide range of food products
from frozen vegetables to jam), Chemicals, Toilet preparations and so on. The com-
panies have their own development units, The Research Division is a centralized ser-
vice department for the whole of Unilever with laboratories in Great Britain, Germany,
France, the Netherlands and India. Generally, a laboratory has the companies.of one

or two Product Groups as its main customers. Every company pays a certain percen-
tage of its turnover to the research fund. If a company has problems, these are first
diÀcussed with the central co-ordination staff of the Product Group concerned. Dis-
cussions with Research management follow and after that it is decided which laboratory
v¡ilt be assigned to assist the company. My laboratory is at Duiven and operates main-
ly in the fiei-d of Food and Drinksf so my three case histories will all come from this
field.

Unilever Duiven should not be seen as a research laboratory only; it is in fact a highly
sophisticated development establishment. For solving the problems that are placed
belore us we use the project system, with a project team and a project co-ordinator.
It is quite usual to hale épecialists on raw materials, quality, quality control, product
formulation, processing and engineering in a project team. The Foods and Drinks Pro-
duct Group touches on so many specialized fields that only a multi-disciplinary
approach enables one to reach the research goals in a reasonâble time-

Ttre project co-ordinator has overall responsibility for the project, for concluding it in
time and within the budget agreed upon. He also maintains contact with the company

that has asked for the research arrd keeps management informed. His counterpart at
company level usually is someone from the development staff. lManagement i_s inf_ orm-
ed rãguiarty of progress and should be warned immediately i.f unforeseen difficulties
threatln to cause a delay or warrant an additional outlay of finance. Nowadays we have
a nqmber of people from the company on the project team and quite often one of them is
the project cã-oidinator. This system has not been in existence for a long time and it
took us about six years to arrive at it.
To illustrate this, I now turn to my first case study, which will take us back to 1967'

The project was concerned with the dosing of chicken meat in canned soups and it origi-
n¿ted in Research. We had seen that production companies had difficulties with the
dosing of some ex¡rensive materials like meat. Some typ,es of canned soups have pieces
of meät in ther,n añd as a producer you h it that each can contains at least a

certain a-ouot of meat. Èut meat is a c ent, and if you can put this certain
amount into all cans and so avoid an overw€ eat in some cans' you are able to
Iower your production costs. AII this may s e simple, but actually meat is a
vulnerable raw material which is extremely difficult to dose.
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In 196? it was u'sual for Research to take the initiative and we did this, being sure that
we had recognized a rather serious problem and that we could see some possible solu-
tions. So wJwent to one of our production companies and talked things over with them.
They were very interested and told us to start, and Research management promptly
provided us with a budget. A project team was formed with no-one from the production
èompany in the team. ihen we started the series of steps that leads to the successful
comþIeiion of a development project. I have to add that when speaking of development
in this corurection, I mean in all cases the development of a process or equipment or
both, and not the development of a product. Figure 2 gives a simplified survey of the
nine stages of this project. At the right is the time-scale; the two graphs show the re-
lative amounts of involvement of Research and of the production company at each stage.
I¡ the first stage we worked out a definition of the problem and here the company was
involved. Therr we went back to our laboratory and worked all alone on the next two
stages for about eight months. We did a feasibility study, which included a literature
search, a patent search and a very thorough search of the market for existing eqrip-
ment that would do lhe job. It is a rule that we never develop our own processes or
equipment when these can be bought outside. We did a model test, just to get an_idea

ab-out the sqmFlexity of the problem. And we started the design, the building a¡d the
testing of a pilot plànt machine, and after trials with this we contacted the company and
told them ofour progress. They wanted a demonstration of the machine, and it was
only in the fourth stage of the project that there was some involvement at company
Ievel. The next stage was the design of the production machine, and that was done
nearly wholly by us. It was only rvhen we had to prepare for the introduction of the new
equipment into the production lines that there were regular contacts between the pro-
duction company and Research. The next stages of acceptability tests, however, was
again carried ott whoUy in Research. For the installation of the new machines we had
to rely rather heavily on the facilities the company could provide. We then started the
last iage: the transfer of the new equrpment to the factory. We attended to a number of
teethingtroubles and then gradualty withdrew. The whole project had lasted only two
years and rüe were rather proud of ourselves to have solved a difficult problem in so
short a time. We were ready to turn our attention to other projects, but that was not to
be for some time yet. We were saddled with this project for another year. There-were
all kinds of troubles in productiotr, ê. B. adjustment problems, and we were sent for
time and time again. Some problems turned out to be minor or even trivial, and a re-
search assistant of mÍne ïuas once sent for because a bolt had worked itself loose.
It slowly dawned upon us that people in production refused to accept responsibility for
the new equipment, and when searching for the cause of this, we had to admit that our
own behaviour was at the bottom of it. We had underestimated a number of psycholo-
gical factors and behaved like a troop of foolish elephants. There was active resent-
ment towards Research at the factory. People were not angry with us so much because
we had solved a known and difficult problem, but deeply resented that they had not been
consulted and that their large practical knowledge of dosing had not been used. It took
us about ayear to get the new equipment accepted, and that of course was a costly
lesson. So we readily promised ourselves never to make this mistake again.

I¡the second case study I selected, we succeeded in avoiding this mistake, but made a
number of other ones. This time, the problem came from a production company which
had a very successful product on the market, a specially shaped hamburger. The pro-
duction set-up of the shaping process however, was very labour-intensive and capacity
could hardly be increased. Research was requested to look for a solution to the shaping
process, which enabled a higher capacity and involved less labour. Moreover, a further
requirement was that the hamburger, which was pre-fried after the shaping process,
should maintain its shape during frying. This requirement was the real problem that
had to be solved as, dqtending on the alignment of the meat fibres, the shape of the
hamburger after the frying process was subject to variations. And solving this was far
more difficult than just increasing the capacity.
After the project team had been formed, we asked the company to appoint a few of their
people on it and they did so readily. However, they did not tell us that their develop-
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ment ruút had been studying the problem unsuccessfully for a year. The company did
not put these people in the project team but, for reasons of their own, chose people
from another department. So we had the ïvrong people on our team from the start.
However, we did not know that in the first stages and we went on quite happily to find a
solution to the problem set. Figure 3 gives a survey of how we did it. Its composition
is the same as Figure 2: nine stages of the project with a time scale and the relatÍve
degree of involvement of Research and the company. Comparison with Figure 2 shows
that we succeeded in gettíng a far greater degree of involvement on company level.
Difficulties arose only when we reached stage 4. We had prepared five shapes, all
slightly different, and we were fairly sure that one would do the job. The company
started testing these shapes and the people who had been investigating the problem un-
successfully had a say in this. So it ís perhaps not surprising tbat none of our shapes
was deemed acceptable and all were turned down.
The company people who had studied the problem before us, resented being left out and
resorted to the well-known psychological strategy of getting their own back. Although
that is not nice, it is certainly quite human.
We were a bit surprised, but we went back to our benches and in another five months
we came up with eighteen shapes, all slÍghtly different. The company thought that they
were all new and we did not tell them that we had put in the original five (see Figure 4;
the original set of five are indicated by crossed circles ) . Again, this was not nice on
ow part, but it certainly was humanl After renewed testing, the company selected five
shapes, three of which had been in the originat set I Then the central marketing depart-
ment was ponsulted and they selected one which would meet all requirement. As the
devil would have it, this was one of the shapes in our original set of five. I know that it
may sound like high comedy to you, and we have learned to see it as such- But at the
time we were absolutely furious. Five months of research were shown to have been
superfluous, and in the meantime the company was incurring uurecessary costs due to
lack of a good machine for forming hamburgers.
When we came to stage 5 - the design of the production machine - we fou¡d that we had
made another mistake. lVe asked our central engineering division to assist us with the
design and, of course, nothing was wrong with that. But it became evident very soon
that we rüere much too late. The engineering division did not know a thing about the
problem, nor about our reasons for preferring one solution to another. Time and time
again we had to explain things that were perfectly clear to us and this caused delays;
this was very unfortunate, as the company was awaiting a solution with eagerness. We
had asked the engineers to assist us at the start of stage 5, but we should have sought
their assistance at the end of stage 2, Í. not even earlier.
After we had passed stage 5, the rest was plain sailing. Although the nominees from
the company on the project team were not the people we should have had, they constitut-
ed a perfect liaison with the factory and when we arrived at stage 9, transfer of the
new equipment did not cause great problems. As you can see in Figure 3, we were
consulted a few times after transfer, but that was about real difficulties and not for
tightening bolts.
Looking back, we could be content, but not wholly so. Our policy of involving the com-
pany at all stages had worked well, even better than we could have expected. But we
sawtwo important mistakes, one at company level andthe other inResearch. We at
Research did not see suffÍciently clearly the necessity of involving at an early date Ín
our project the specialists who we larew would have to be asked for assistance' The
company made things difficult for us by appointing the wrong people on the project
team and by not informing us about the previous history of their request for assistance.

I can now turn to my third and last case study, which is about the dosing of fish (Figure
5 ) . Actually we had two separate dosing problems , since there were two different p¡o-
ducts into which fish had to be filled. Fish dosing is very difficult because fish meat
has a rather loose structure and tends to fall apart during processing. No customer ac-
cepts fish which has fallen apart; he wants whole pieces of fish on his plate and not a
mass of white fibres that smelt like fish but don't look like real fish. After intensive
discussions r¡¡ith the company, we decided to tackle the two dosing problems together
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up to the end of the feasibility studies. Then it was decided which problem would be in-
vestigated first. This project is not yet finished completely; we are Sill at the penulti-
mate stage of acceptability tests, but we are sure that transfer to the factory will occur
within half a year. Already we are turning to the second dosing problem I mentioned.
Qemparison of Figure 5 with Figure 2 shows that this time we practised ever¡thing we
had learned since 1967. The company was involved heavÍly from the start and it's
various departments were brought in at each stage whenever necessary. Just to give
an idea of the complexity of this project, I included the initials of the departments at
the extreme right. In the first stag,es we had a company man as overall project co-or-
dinator, who was promoted after 7! years. It was then decided that one õf the Research
members should get the overall responsibility for the project, including the installation
of the equipment in the factory. However, in this project extremely good liaison with
the factory was crucial, so the new man was transferred to the company temporarily
and has been directing the project from there. Another thing that stands out from
Figure 5 is the length of the project. In the firsLtwo I gave as case studies, we made
a number of mistakes and still could finish in two to three years. This one has taken
nearly four years. We have often wondered whether we could have solved the extreme-
ly difficult problem of fish dosing successfully if we had been as ignorant of the right
techniques of project management as we were in 1962.

To conclude, Itll give youthe six rules we distilledfrom our experiences:

- Donrt try to solve company problems witåout company involvement.

- Have the right company staff in the project team.

- Donrt hesitate to change the project team.

- Ensure intensive contacts with, and involvement of , company staff.

- Let the company staff co-ordinate the activities of the company,

- Plan the project carefully and inform company staff about changes of plan imme-
diately.

Maybe the third and the last rule call for a short comment. The research team should
be flexible and able to adapt to changes Ín circumstances.
So you should not hesitate to change your research team \¡/henever that is necessary,
but you should do so only for sound reasons, And it almost goes without saying that it
should be explained carefully to everyone concerned why these changes were thought to
be necessary.
As to the last rule, failure to informthe company staff to changes of plan, is one of the
worst sins a project co-ordinator can commit. As soon as it happens, the aims of the
company and the laboratory start to diverge, and this should be averted at all times
and at all cost.
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DISCUSSION

Question

Ithinkthat most of us here couldprovide Mr. Hollestelle rvith quite a number of differ-
ent examples from outside the fooã industry. It seems to be an endemic disease of
large orgãnisations that, for anything you are doing, your most difficult customers are
in fãgt yóur colleagues. I wonder whether Mr. Hollestelle or some in the meeting can

e><plain the rather itrattge psychology of this. As probably you know from the news-
p"þ""", we in Britain someti*es háve demarcation disputes between, say, the electri-
ãiåns and the mechanics in a factory, and it is quite stupid and quite unnecessary. But

in my experience you find demarcation disputes too much higher up, at the managerial
levei. When you táIk to staff members of large companies, you often find the same
bloody-mindédo""" betrreen each other in management as on the factory floor' Now,
why should this be so ?

Answer

Yes, I know the phenomena, but I carurot answer your question' The easy way out would
be tó say that evèn managers seem to be human, but that rather begs the question. And
I think tirat lack of communication is a very important cause, as that usually prevents
the development of team spirit. But things seem to have changed in the last years, I
think, and there seems to-be less room in large organisations than a number of years
ago for people who are difficult just for the sake of being difficult._ In any organisation,
lãrge of small, it is extremely important that everyone,c_oncerned with a problem,
striut¿ know exactly what the problãm is and why it should be solved That may take
away at least some of the bloody-mindedness you mentioned'

Question

I have a question about the project co-ordinator. Some maintain that it should be the
man on the team of the higfest staff level, others say you should take the man with the
best technological know-hõw, or the person who came up with the idea, as he will act
as a promotor. What is Your oPinion?

Answer

I think that your criteria are wrong. The project co-ordinator must be the man with the
best managðrial capacities to bring the project to a successful close. This is of first
importancã, everything else, like technological know-how, inventiveness or level, is
of secondary importance.
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Cases of technology transfer within an international company

Ir. A.J. Huart
Deputy-director N. V. Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken
Eindhoven
The Netherlands

At the Internationâl TNO-ConJerence on "Acquisition of Technology for Innovation;
technologytransfer versus R & D", Mr. A.J. Huart, Deputy Director of the Factory
Relations Department of the Product Division trElectronic Components and Materialstr
(Elcoma) of N.V. Philips' Gloeilampenfabrieken, discussed two different cases of
horizontal transfer, i.e. the transfer from one manufacturing centre to another abroad.
In the first case, he descrÍbed such a transfer with adaptation to the local conditions in
the developing country concerned; in the second case he dealt with the transfer of a
complete operation without technologSr adaptation to another developing country.

Case 1:
Technology transfer with adaptation

Transfer of know-how from a large scale operation in a developed country to a very
small production unit in a developing country is impossible without adaptation of tech-
nology. Where the large factory thinks in terms of hundreds, of thousands or even
millions, the younger overseas countries may think in terms of tens, or thousands.
Experience has taught us that this scaling down cannot be done by the mass producing
unit, which is the supplier of the know-how, It has to be done with a frame of mind
which exists at the receiving end. For this purpose, the Radio-, Grammophone- and
Television Division of Philips set up a special organization to study the specific pro-
blems associated with small series production and all other aspects of small plant
management. This organization ín Utrecht - called the "Pilot Plant " - was sited away
from the large factories and technology sources. Communication regarding projects
and pilot production has to be done by letter for the obvious reason that one finds the
same conditions abroad. The Pilot Plant is a self contained writ, Iooking after its own
personnel affairs, its own accounts and its own purchasing. Above all: it stands on its
own technical resources. Summarized: it operates under carefully chosen artificial
contraints to simulate local conditions in a@

Case 1 describes the development of a productÍon-unit in Arusha (Tanzania) for which
transfer of technology was completed via the Pilot Plant in Utrecht.
In 1965 it was decided to set up a portable radio production unit in Arusha. An old soap
factory was initially rented to be used as factory building. In the Pilot Plant in Utrecht
three people were prepared to run the project: the future manager, a specialist for the
installation and start of the production and one man in charge of store-keeping and
planning. They set up a pilot line and moved the whole lot to Arusha a few months a.fter
they started in Utrecht.
In Utrecht they had chosen the product, adapted it to local requirements and they had
adapted the assembly methods to local conditions. The three Dutchmen started produc-
tion in Arusha within six months after the decision had been taken to set up a produc-
tion unit in that place. In the meantime an African manager, qualified and expected to
be capable to run the operation, got the opportunity in the Pilot Plant to gain specialized
experience and when he returned in Arusha, two of the three Dutch specialists left
Tanzania.
Time went on and the increasing demand for Philips products initiated the decision to
diversify the production and to manufacture also record-players and more sophisticated
radiosets. The expansion of the production made a larger factory necessary and there-
fore it was decided to build new premises. Two and a half years after the start of the
whole operation the activity was moved to a new factory, while meanwhile production
had increased to 50.000 sets. By that time the first step towards integration was taken.
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An important step, because integration helps building up technological skill in the coln-
try, means more labour andthus greater addedvalue, The graph shows the results of
the integration step: a flawless increase in activity and in persorurel.

Now, the plant operates at its maximum capacity. Further expansion is dependent on
the development of the relationship between Tanzania and its neighbouring countries.

Case 2:
Technolog'y transfer without adaptation

Case 2 describes the development of a production-unit in a middle East Country by
means of the transfer of a complete operation without technology adaptation.

Due to a number of reasons, two small factories - set up in the country the middle six-
ties to manufacture television picture tubes - did not succeed and became insolvent.
One of the two factories was kept alive and a few television-setmakers became share-
holders of a new company which had to get technical assistance from an advanced in-
ternational company. For that purpose, tenders were floated in 1969. Of the companies
quoted, Philips was selected. After long negotiations on terms, a basic agreement
was signed, involving a management and a technical assistance contract. A governmen-
tal condition v/as that the exÍsting factory and the equipment of both the original fac-
tories should be incorporated in the new operation to the maximum extent.

Under the general management contract the general manager had to be a Dutchman,
responsible to and controlled by a Board of Directors, consisting of representatives
of the shareholders in the company in which Philips had only a minority shareholding.

A lot of problems arose due to a wrong estimation of local conditions. First of all - the
general managerrs authority was severely restricted and interfered by the Board.
Secondly, the original available equipment, which was to be used, was not good and
mixed up with equipment of different origin and thirdly: a mix of piece parts of different
origin had to be used because quite a few parts were left over from the old days of the
two starting factories. All this resulted in a high percentage of rejects in such a poor
state that they could not be repaired.

Attempts were made to increase output by shift work, but although the capacity was
good enough for 10.000 tubes, the output in the first year \¡r'as only 1.350. The reason
for this dramatic development was briefly a lack of motivation of all people involved.

An alternative course of action was needed as everybody agreed on. The first step was
to go back to one shift only, to reduce the number of process phases, to use Dutch
mâterials and to overhaul the equipment. In the meantime a plan was prepared for a
completely new factory with a know-how package. The general manâgement contract
was deleted and replaced by a technical management contract only, under which the
Dutch technical manager became responsible for the entire industrial operation and the
Dutch managing director was replaced by a local man. It was a double headed monster,
but it appeared to work.

In the next phase a feasibility study was made to evaluate conditions required for prof-
itable operation. The study, which was approved by the Board, contained the following
conditions:

- PhÍIips guarantee a minimum output of 20.000 tubes within six months after the start
of the new factory

- the local Board apply for protectionary measures.

The implementation of the plant was done under the supervision on the spot of a Dutch
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plant engineer. He spent nearly a year to scrutinize the equipment, Dutch experts came
over to run production on the floor and to carry out the mechanical maintenance tasks,
Locals were trained in The Netherlands to eventually take over the management.

At long last the company got somewhere. Due to a delay because of local conditions the
output inthe first three months was only 9.000 but in six months it was 41 .000 tubes.
Then followed the decision to integrate production and after starting them, total produc-
tion grew to the number of 150,000 tubes per year.

It took four years to come from a very poor position to a satisfactory operation. Four
years in which a lot of time and possibilities uTere wasted.

Conclusions:

- the right production processes have to be chosen

- staff which is responsible for technology transfer , should be experienced in local
conditions and have faith in the succes of the project they work for

- expatriates should have adequate authority to carry out their duties

- good planning of the projects, good communication with and assistance from the
know-how-centre should be ensured

- local staff selection should be done with care

OR IN SHORT: TECHNOIOGY TRANSFER CAN ONLY BECOME A SUCCESS WHEN IT
IS DONE BY MOTTVATED PEOPLE THAT FORM A TEAM.
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TECHNOI.OGY TRANSFER WITHOUT ADAPTATION

CASE 2
Development of a production-unit by means of the transfer of a complete operation
without te chnologl¡ adaptation

PHASE 0 (6 months)

- joined tender for collaboration with existing company
- condition: incorporate existing factory
- negotiations to settle collaboration agreement

PHASE 1 (8 months)

- agreement signed consisting of: - general management contract

- ;J"iii"lii ä 
"",'Jl""i"J 

c o ntr act
- Dutch managing director appointed
- Dutch production manager appointed
- Engineer visits factory and assesses available equipment
- balancing equipment listed, drawn up, ordered ans shipped

PHASE 2 (12 months)

- Production started in old factory. The following problems arise:.
- mix of equipments of different origin
- mix of pieceparts of different origin

this results in: - high reject percentage
- rejécts not repairable
- result: stocks of rejects

- To safeguard liquidity attemps to increase output by shiftwork.
- capacity in 3 shifts: 10.000 tubes
- however, actual output first year: only 1. 350 tubes

PHASE 3 (3 months)

- General recognition that alternative course of action is needed.
New decisions and measures:
a. in old factory (to act as training centre)

- back to one shift
- number of process steps reduced
- general overhaul of equipment

b. Plan for new f.ac@ywith complete know-how package
c. õñãngõs iãiõmpãñ7 structure

- general mariagement contract deleted and replaced by:
- technical management contract
- managing director to be repatriated
- general management taken over by local man
- production manager to be repatriated. His function to be in-

corporated in that of (Dutch) technical manager

PHASE 4 (3 months)

- New feasibility study, made to evaluate conditions required for profitable operation
in new factory, approved by the Board:
- Philips gu.arantees minimum output of 20. 000 tubes within 6 months after start
- Board commits to apply for protectionary measures
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PHASE 5 (7 months)

TmFlementation of the plan:
- -premises, 

servicei and equipment installed under gupervision of Dutch plant engi-
neer

- equipment scrutinized for local content uader supervision ofDutchtechnical Inanager

- priduction m¿¡rager and plant & mechanical maintenance engineer (both Dutch) ap-
poÍnted

- ãld f."to"y closed and operators selected to help installing of new factory
- three locals for training to The Netherlands
- specialists support from Tlie Netherlands.

PTIASE 6 (4 months)

- StAït of production. Ouþut in first 3 months 9. 000 tubes, ín next 6 inonths 41 . 000

tubes
- Decision taken to integrate production process further
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DISCUSSION

Question

When discussing your second case, you said that you made a number of mistakes. I
wonder whether you did not express yourself too strongly, for I think that your difficul-
ties were of a psychological nature. It would have been far easier for yow company to
start transferring technology to that country directly, but for psychological reasons
that was not acceptable to the government. So you had to go along with their ideas till
it was absolutely clear that it did not work. Then, you must have had a very strong
case for insisting on the organisational changes you described. So I am not convinced
that you made mistakes, I think it was a logical outcome of a difÏicult psychological
situation.

Answer

Welt, I think you made a valid point here, and the psychological side of our difficulties
should not be overlooked. I maintain, however, that we too made some serious mis-
takes. We did not realise that we never could get away with this project. First, we ac-
cepted the condition to use existing equipment as fully as possible, although we knew it
came from diJferent manufacturers. All our experience has taught us that then it is
very difÏicult and sometimes wholly impossible to solve the compatability problem.
Secondly, we seriously underestimated the difliculties inherent in local conditions and
the original organisational set-up. The project really got underway only after we had
rectified these two mistakes. We should have refused these conditions, although I
realise that this would have made the negotiations very difficult. But I do agree that
there was a psychological side to all this.

Question

When talking about the Pilot Plant near Utrecht, you said that all cgmmunieation is by
letter. What tanguage do you use, English, Dutch, Swahili or something else?

Answer

All commgnication is in English, even between Dutchmen, This is a question of prin-
ciple. I would like to add that this restraint on communication is operative only for
trãinees. îhe management and stqff of the Pilot Plant have normal communications
with Eindhoven. As I said the whole point of these artificial constraints is to force the
traÍnees to solve their problems locally, just as they have to do when they are on their
own far from Eindhoven. So if a trainee discovers that part of his equipment does not
work and goes to the manager of the Pilot Plant, he invariably will be told that he
should noicontact Eindhoven but should try to solve the problem locally. Quite often,
the trainee goes to the town of Utrecht and tries to buy some spare parts-

Question

This paper is, I think, very timely. In the next few years Ìve can expect that many
develõping coulrtries, and especially the oil producing ones, will start to press for
transfer õf technology from the developed countries. And we can be fairly certain that
in many cases this witt Ue arranged between goverrunents over the heads of the com-
mercial enterprises concerned.

Answer

WeIl, thank you, I did not mention it, but actually there was strong pressure from the
goveinment in the last case I presented. After our initial failure, we got a second
ãhattce only because the government was committed by taking the initiative for this
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project. And the State Bank had put in quite a lot of money. So they did not want to draw
back, they rüanted to see the whole thing through. The motivation of governments is an-
other important aspect of this type of technology transfer.
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How to handle spin-off products of institutes and large industries

J. Klevering
Enraf-Nonius
Delft
Holland

In the last fifteen years Enraf-Nonius has specialized in spin-off products of laborat-
ories and other scientiJic institutions. Figure L gives the organisation of the group:
Five production companies in Holland and six sales and service companies in Europe
and the United StateJ. The turn-over was about 50 million guilders last year. Our main
shareholders are AKZO Chemical Company and DSM, the National Dutch Coalmines,
each with 20 Vo, 25 % has been placed with some insurance companies and the remain-
der of Bb 7o is divided over mañy shareholders . AKZO and DSM are interested in com-
mercializing their spin-off products and we have exclusÍve arrangements with these
firms to thJeffect tñat, if their research leads to a new instrument, the development
of it will be given to Enraf-Nonius. The research organisations of the two companies
are large, together they have more than ?000 employees in research. So we like to say

that Eniaf-Nonius with a persorurel of 850, has a research bacþround of more than
2000. We also have close contacts and arrangements with other institutes where re-
search is done, Iike universities in Holland, Europe and the United States and, of
course, TNO. Our own research and development group has more than 120 people, and

four fifth of their time is spent on application work, to make specialized instruments
out of prototypes evolved at the research centres.
Fifteen yeu"lago Enraf-Nonius was a very small compâny' with about 100 employees
and a tuin-oveiof less than 1 million gu.ilders. Its production program was very limit-
ed and consisted mainly of medical X-iay equipment. The research group consisted of
four people, including â yo.ug boy who cleaned the incredibly small research laborato-

"y. 
'it"", we started-to inint about the future of the company and very soon decided that

the best policy would be to diversify and to try and build up a range of scientific instru-
ments goìng fâr beyond medical X-ray equipment only. As we then were far to srnall to
go m fõr rðsearchin a big way, we aiso decided to turn to the places where new ideas
õccured and where we knew prototlpes of new instruments were actually in use, e'g'
the laboratories and institutiins for scientific research. The growth of our firm since
then shows that this program has met with reasonable success'
We still had to learn a lõt in those early years and I remember two attempts at diver-
siJication that ended in near disaster. Ttie first occured when a famous Dutch baseball
player showed us his design of a training device for pitching. You could train yourself
ãUäIotr"; you just set up i=his device on the lawn and started pitching. You did not need

a catcher,- and the inventor claimed that his device enabled one to become a quite ac-
curate pitcher. He then pointed out that he had been to the United States, that there
basebail is a national sp-ort and that with some luck we probably could sell untold
thousands of these deviães to American kids. Now this looked quite promising, the de-

sign of the device was good, and we made a dozen prototypes and_shipped them to the

States. That are the orily ones we have ever made. It turned out that the device did
everything its inventor õlaimed, you could become an accurate pitcher by using it. And

it isLquaily true that most American youngsters dream about becoming accurate pit-
chers . But for us it was a sad fact of life that American kids do not like to play base-
ball alone, they want to play it with their friends. So they did not have any use for this
device and it turned out that we had overlooked that there is a social side to every
sport. our optimism had been great, but our market research very bad.

kind' We came ínto
etween The Hagu.e and

:î1råT'iå*:iT:il:
It is rather labour in-

tensive, and in the process quite a number of flowers break of and never set fruit' Our
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inventor proposed to blow the pollen all around the greenhouse with a small, hand-held
instrument. It was a simple design, just a battery holder with a switch in the bottom, a

small electrÍc motor on top, driving a plastic fan. We made a prototype and our im¡en-
tor departed, saying something about more orders next week, These never materialized.
For in the moist heat of the greenhouse the plastic weakened and the fan enlarged itself
to about ten times its originat size under centrifugal force. On top of that, the electric
motor and the batteries were not adapted to each other at aII, because the batteries be-
came flat within minutes.
It was the same story as with the pitching device: an interesting idea, in this case a
very good market, but killed by bad design. By now we know, of course, that in these
two eãrly attempts at diversiJication our approach was incomplete. With the pitching
device we had a good and well tested design but neglected to do market research, the
pollinator, however, rüas a very good commercial proposition with a gteat market po-
tential but we forgot to check the design.
These failures taught us a few lessons. First that we should stay within our own spe-
cialism, which was and is scientific instruments. We simply don't know enough about
other fields to be successful there. Secondly, we promised ourselves never to accept
the claim of an inventor that there must be an interesting market for his idea. This
may be perfectly true, but such claims should be based, not on the boasts of one man,
but on very good market research. Lastly, our experience with the tomato pollinator
drove home that we should always aim at rraking our instruments robust, so that they
wiII work satisfactorily even u¡rder adverse circumstances.
Tlrese rules are of course neither new, nor revolutionary, and I think t}l;at at the last
TNO ConJerence Dr. Robertson said about the same things.
After this, we appointed a scouting man, who toured the various laboratories, talked
with the research scientists and looked for spin-off products or ideas we could develop.
In fact it soon became clear that one scout was not enough, and his appointment was the
start of a scouting group which grew as our turnover grew. By these means we suc-
ceeded in transforming Enraf-Nonius from a narrowly specialized company into a
broadly based instrument making firm with a strong basis in mechanics and electronics.
We now have a range of more than 200 instruments in many fields: medical, difÏraction,
X-ray of course, general laboratory instrumentation and measuring instruments- for
the process industry and for monitoring pollution. Figure 2 - 7 give a number of ex-
amples of the instruments we have developed.
Let us now turn to some special problems you meet in this rather specialized field.
The first fact of li-fe is that a prototype, evolved at a scientific research institution, is
almost never ready for production. Sometimes there are components in it that are
either very expensive, or not easily bought on the rnarket. The inventor is not interest-
ed in cost-price, he is interested in an instrument that will measure what he wants to
measure. But for us, cost-price may determine success or failure on the market.
So the first thing we have to do, is fr¡nctional analysis; we start to analyse the function
of the various pãrts of the instrument. Then we investigate how we can realize these
functions. Can we put in components used already for another instrument and if the
answer is in the negative, can we buy the needed components on the market? And you
also have to bear in mind that the new instrument wiII somehow have to fit into your
existing production program. Alt this is done in close co-operation with the external
researõh group, not only because that saves a lot of time and money, but also because
in the end the instrument will be used by research scientists and must be well adapted
to their wishes and requirements.
At the same time you have to do your market analysis and this is a very important step.
( Fig. 8 ) . Before you start production, you must know whether the new instrument is a
gooá co*mercial proposition, for if it is not, you will be saddled with an instrument
t-hat wonrt sell in enough numbers to ever earn back your investments. If the new in-
strument isntt a good õommercial proposition, then you have to say no to the inventor,
and this can be véry hard, especially if it is a really inspired instrument. This may
sound strange, but it sometimes happens that even an inspired instrument isn't a good

commerciafproposition, and then you have to shelve it and cut your losses.
In many 

"aseì 
*L start just with a simple leaflet or small brochure, and start to find
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out how many scientists are really waiting for this instrument. We go to exhibitions and
talk with future customers, In some cases we also make a wooden model of the instru-
ment and travel around with that. For one of our most successful productions, a diffrac-
tometer, we toured one hundred universities in Europe and the United States with the
wooden model, and after that we had a very good idea of the state of the market and of
the specifications the new instrument would have to meet. We designed the diffracto-
meter to meet the most exacting specifications and arrived at an instrument of high
quality which had a fine market possibility from the start.
The next step is the prototype, which is used mainly for demonstration purposes, and
this is done again in close co-operation with the original external research group. The
demonstration of the prototype may lead to suggestions for new uses, and if we wish to
include these, alterations in the design may be necessary. It goes without saying that
the whole process of functional analysis, market research and evaluation of the þroto-
t¡pe is very costly, it simply eats capital. And I have not even mentioned other aspects
of your evaluation, like safety and service under adverse circumstances (which strìula
be investigated carefully), and tooling up for production, steps ttrat are cosily. After
you have started production, you have to assist sales and provide service, and this can
be costly too.
Ey now, you will understand that I regarded with sympathy the curve of investments
versus time Dr, Altenpohl gave yesterday in his paper, because we know too that it
takes a heavy investment before you reach the break-even point. But in scientific in-
struments the situation may be more adverse than Dr. Altenpohl sketched, as the life-
time of a scientific instrument seems to be smaller generally than the life-time of an
industrial process.
Licensing is, of course, much easier, for you have not the steps of design and evalua-
tion. But, as Dr. Thrush pointed out yesterday, you just shift your risk. As a licensee
you face competition, and you must be very sure of the share of the market you wiII get
eventually. This calls for extremely good market research, and that, of course, is ex-
pensive. Still, we prefer licensing to developing our own instruments whenever that is
possible.
Let us now turn somewhat more to the business side. Sales and profitability are very
important, and of course, your existing sales organizatioî must be able to handle your
new product. The implications of this are often underestimated. It means that your
sales organization must be able to handle the new product, and you have to instruct
people in sales quite carefull¡ And you should look at these things quite early in the
development, so that you can either adapt your sales organization iJ that is necessary,
or stop the development of the product. Profitability and expected sales volume are,
of course, closely connected. If you have an exclusive instrument without competitors,
you usually can put the profit margin rather high and you will have earned back your
investments after you have sold a rather small number. But in this respect, I carurot
stress enough that in the field of scientific instruments a good estimate of your expect-
edsales is of the utmost importance. In scientific instruments it is very unusual to
have a model that will sell for years on end without improvements or only with minor
improvements, If you have such an instrument in your production program, that is sell-
ing well, you should nurse it, because then you have a money spinner that you will
meet only once in your life. The usual situation is that the instruments of today will
have become obsolete in three to five years hence. This means that you must have
either an improved model or something totally new three to five years from now, if you
wa4t to stay in the market. It is this terrific time préssure that makes it so extremely
important to estimate your expected sales volume very well. It means that you have al-
ways to be on the tip of your toes, and that calls, I think, for total integration of re-
search, development, market research, production and sales.
Here I want to digress somewhat and mention two aspects I have touched already,
namely safety and serviceability. We sell instruments, but actually \rye are not selling
that, but service, service to the research scientists. In fact, we are saying to research
scientists: 'If you buy this instrument, you will be able to measure with ease what you
could only measure with difficulty last week, and you wÍll be able to measure tomorrow
what you could not yesterday. ' I have charged the situation somewhat, but not overly
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much. As all customers of service, research scientists like good and easy service,
not only during installation, but also back-up service. In our field of work the concept
of service is of crucial importance. Every successful sale of an instrument depends for
50 Vo on the features you have in the hardware and for the other half on the service you
provide. So you should see to it that serviceability and safety of your instruments are
excellent. Thereis, however, anothergoodreasonforthispolicy. Youcanliveas
Iong as Methuselah, but even then you will not be able to predict the uses your custo-
mers will find for your instruments, and it is simply good policy to build in redundancy
with regard to safet¡r and serviceability.
To return to my main theme. We are dependent for our ideas and prototypes on exter-
nal research groups. It takes some ten years of hard labour to be an overnight success
as a manufacturer of scientific instruments, This gives one a certain managerial philo-
sophy. You should never sacrify quality for an easy commercial success. If you have
made your name in the difficult field of scientific instruments, you wiII have done so on
the quality of your products, and that should never be sacrified for whatever else.
The relation to your external providers of ideas and prototypes should be clear and
qlean, You must have the right of refusal. lVhenever we are presented with a ne\il idea
or a new protot¡pe of an instrument, we always have to ask ourselves: Is this so ne\À,
and advanced that there is nothing else on the market, or is it proposed because nobody
was interested in making it ? And when you have fou¡rd the answer to that question, you
must be able to refuse to develop the idea or the instrument, even if it is an inspired
idea or an inspired instrument, Market research wiII give you the ans\t7er.
Of course we have been very fortunate with our external research groups. Our main
shareholders - AKZO and DSM - TNO and many others gave us service and a backing
that we tend to see as unusual. And we do not only appreciate the freedom in develop-
ment we have been given, we also think that this contributed considerably to the success
of this kind of co-operation between research and instrument manufacture.
Ttrere have been some recent developments. In an agreement with Organon, one of the
subsidiaries of AKZO, it was agreed that the excellent sales organization of Organon
would sell specific medical instruments made by Enraf-Nonius.
The co-operation with DSM has changed too. I¡r the beginning we thought that their spin-
off would enable us to build general purpose instruments without much development
from our side, but that ocpectatÍon turned out to be false. We are wiser now and recog-
nize that their developments in instruments are very often tailored to the specific needs
of theír laboratories and their factories. It is up to us to turn their ideas and develop-
ments into an instrument for general use.
Ladies and gentlemen, I have tried to give you an impression of the problems you meet
when handling spin-ofï from laboratories and institutions. I thank you for your attention.
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DISCUSSION

Question

(ChaÍrrnan) When you have an instrument, do you plan for second and third generation
models ?

Answer

yes, we do. Generally the tife-time of an instrument is about three to five years, and
then you must bring out a modified or a new model.

Question

(Chairman) And you do plan for that just from the start?

Answer

Yes, we know that it is absolutely necessary'

Question

(Huart) You said that you are allowed to reject ideas from the outside research labo-
ratories. But if you have accepted an idea and if you have developed it, how often is it
a failure ? What percentage of the ideas used by you do not come up to expectations ?

Answer

That is a straightforward question. When we started our diversification program, about
half of our new instruments were good sellers, and the other half were more or less
disappointing commercially. But at that time we tended to listen too much to the ideas
of saleabilÍty the inventors had, After we gained experience in market analysis, the
percentage of succesful developments began to go up; by now about 70 7o of our instru-
ments are doing quite well, and about 30 Vo do not wholly come up to expectations.

Question

In your paper you mentioned contacts with industry, urriversities and organizations like
TNO. Are there differences in the relations you have with these three different institu-
tions ?

Alswer

Yes, there are. Industrial laboratories have more market feeling, and that makes it
rather easy for us to work with them. I have great respect for TNO and I know that they
are trying to acquire more of an industrial way of thinking, But it would be quite good,
I think, if TNO set up a marketing organization to check on ne'w ideas and to do market
analyses and market surveys.

Comment

( Chairrnan) As a former member of the Board, may I point out that TNO is doing exact-
ly that at the moment ?
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Effect of the EEC on technology transfer

Prof.Dr. M. Castagné
Staff-member of the 'Dêpartement Gestion des Entreprisesl
Économie Appliquée de l'Institut National Pol1'technique de Nancy
Nancy
France
and
Marc Müller
Staff-member of the tservice d'Etude de ltActivité Économique de la Fondation Natio-
nale des Sciences Politiquesl
Paris
France

Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen,

It is a great pleasure for Prof. Dr, Castagnê and myself to present this paper on the
t'Effect of the EEC on Technology Transfer ",
Technology transfer is a set of ways for interchanging technology. It needs a certain
number oi channels which are more or less formalized by senders and receivers. It
involves either the simple diffusion of technology, or the start of a new technology
(entering for example the initial phase of the industrial irurovation process).
Among the channels of technology transfer, we distinguish first:
- those related to the acquisition of scientific and technical information;
and secondly:
- those related to the purchase of a technology. ( Table 1 ) .

In the light of this definition, it seems that the EEC, by its existence and by its action,
should bé one of the most important instruments for developing and accelerating tech-
nology transfer, within the Community and to countries outside it. On a micro-econom-
ic levl1, the EEC should foster closer relations between both economic and technologic-
al entities and interests. On a macro-economic level, the will to integrate the R & D
potentials of the member countries, leads to an apparently favourable climate for ef-
ficient technlogy transfer in the EEC.
To analyze this efÏect of the EEC, we will adopt the point of view of the firm'
We wilifollow Table 1 and start with the analysis of the channels of technology transfer
related to the acquisition of scientific and technical information. Later on we shall ana-
Iyze ttre charrnels related to the purchase of a technology'

Impact of the EEC on the channels of access to scientific and technical information

- Scientific and technical literature

In 19?0 one hundred firms in five industrial sectors in the EEC answered a question-
naire about the sources of information they used. Table 2 gives an idea of their quan-

titative importance, One can see that documentation is the most abundant in the sector
of chemistiy, aresultof thegreatnumberof innovationsinthissector. Theabundance
of patents iÀ a consequence of the policy of chemical firms to deposit patents systema-
ticäIly. In.the other iectors the prbblem of management of documentation seems to be

less acute.
Table B shows the relative importance of the different sources of the inJormation that
came into the firm. The figurès are in per cent. , they are qualitative and mean that out

of one hundred pieces of in-formation tbat came into the firm, X 7o carîe through such or
such a charurel.
In certain sectors (electronics, aerospace and steel) there is a shift from the charurel

of technical documentation to the channel of 'personal contactr, In electronics, one can

expect that contacts with the USA are relatively important, but there seems to be an

imþact of the EEC in the sectors aerospace and steel.
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The two processes of technology trqnsfer

1. lnformqtíon tronsfer

- Líteroture

- Potents

- Morket informotion

- Personol contocts

2. Acquisition of new technologies

- Licences,/ know- how

- Co-operotion between firms

Toble 1
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Number of reviews
ocquired per month
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of the firm)

Number of potents
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tools

Ioble 2

Chemicols

Electronics
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Steel

NC mochine

tools

Toble 3 {numbers in 7ol

Potent
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20

25

20

10

25

25
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50

20
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5

5
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5

35

30

30

30
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Ttre Commission of the European Communities is busy to enlarge the diffusion of know-
Iedge contained in the scientific and technical literature. In fact it is trying to set up an
automatic European network of information and documentation (a so called DATA BANK).
The 'Comitê de I'Information et de la Documentation Scientifique et Technique' (CIDST)
is doing the preliminary work for the foundation of such a Data Bank. Furthermore,
there are the:
- SDIM (Système d'Information et de Documentation Technique)
- ENDS (European Nuclear Documentation Service)
- CID (Centre d'Information et de Documentation de I'Euratom).
But it is obvious that the impact of the EEC in this field has not been sufficiently heavy
and that undoubtly there exist unsatisfied needs for documentation. So it is not surpris-
ing that European private industry has stepped in to create:
- EIRNA (European Industrial Research Management Association)
- IDC (Internationale DokumentationsgesellschaJtfür Chemie)
- PDG (Patent Dokumentation Gruppe)
- DERWENT.
These private associations are rather exclusive and mostly have only large European
firms as members.
All this permits of some conclusions:
The need for documentation seems to be different in the different sectors of industry'
Inthe sectors of iron and steel, aerospace and nuclear energ'y, the EEC has had some
impact, and the chemical and pharmaceutical industry organized itself.
But in electronics and scientific instruments , in non-ferrous metals and in the food in-
dustry, the need for documentation still is for a large part unsatisfied'
'What wishes do the future users of the European Data Bank have? There are five:
- the important point of secrecy, as no competitor must be able to discover that kind

of information a certain firm did get from the Data Bank;
- a frame larger than the EEC only;
- division in sectors;
- trilingual;
- integration of economic and technical-economic data.
When the European Data Bank is fou¡ded, it will have to face a number of important
problems:
i. fne relation between the European Data Bank and the existing national documentation

centres;
2. The relation between the European Data Bank and the private associations for docu-

mentation;
3. The kind of documentation at the disposal of individual firms;
4. The price that can be asked for the documentation service;
b. The factthat the ask of the European Data Bank will not be the same for all sectors

of industry.

- Patents as holders of information

Table 4 shows that in Germany, to take this country as an example, patent deposits
coming from Europe have not increased over the years, but that those from the United
States and Japan have. The other countries of the EEC show the same pattern.
After the constitution of the EEC its member cowrtries saw that it would be necessary
to design a 'European Patent System'. The EEC set up a group of experts on rCommu-

nity Patentst, which has finished its work in March 19?3. The u¡ified European Patent
System was designed to remedy some serious shortcomings of the existÍng national pa-
tent systems:
- national patent system's are not adapted anymore to the needs of industry and socie-

ty (the systems ãre more of a hindrance that a stimulus to modern technological in-
nbvation; the detays in publication are too long in relation to the life-time of modern
products and therê is Jgeneral drop in quality due to a too great number of demands)

- 
-national 

patent systems ãre difficult to use as documentation systems and in this
there arè also differences between the various sectors of industry.
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We think that the decision of the EEC on the European Patent System will improve the
protection of industrial property.

- Market information

Here we have two different processes:
1. Customer - supplier - subcontractor,
2. Technology transfer by product.
With regard to the relation between customers and suppliers, one may say that, al-
though the Common Market gave rise to an increase in intercommunautary exchanges,
it dÍd not change the habits of the industries in technology transfer in the same propor-
tion. According to the European industrials themselves the system of exchange still
falls short of some kind of unification, and one cannot deny that in this way Europe
loses considerable benefit from technology, The same goes for sub-contracting, which
is lÍttle developed within the EEC, and which, however, should be the spear-head of
technological development, as it is in the USA.
One has to conclude with regret that the impact of the EEC in the field of customer -
supplier - subcontractor has been very weak.
In rTechnology transfer by product' the situation is almost the same. International trade
is rather heavily linked to this kind of transmission of technology , because generally
the sale of manufactured products is the attribute of societies that are pioneers of
technological progress. This is certainly true for developed cou¡tries and emerging
countries.
But between the EEC countries, one does not note a strong stream of technology trans-
fer by products of leading technology. There are of course some checks to this:
- norms, which are generally different in each country, although there is a tendency

for normalization on an EEC basis;
- disguised protection, practiced by some EEC countries.
Anti-pollution norms and telecommunication are, perhaps, a few useful examples.

- Personal contacts and professional mobility

Ttrere is a well documented lack of contact between research people in the EEC coun-
tries, and the professional mobility is small and far smaller than in the USA. There
are barriers of language and culture, as between Angl-Saxon and Latin countries, and
these barriers are important. We have to conclude, however, that the impact of the
EEC on these barriers has been slight. ( Table 5).

Impact of the EEC on the char¡nels for purchase of new technolog]¡

Here we follow the second part of Table 1:
- Licences and know-how;
- Co-operation between firms.
We will first analyze licences and know-how contracts.

- Licences and know-how

The impact of the EEC on this char¡rel of technologSr transfer has been limited. At
present, licencÍng and know-how contracts are mostly concluded on an exclusive basis
(including export restrictions and other clauses). In this way the members countries
of the EEC waste part of the sum paid for royalties, because each country imports the
same process separately. In 1965 and 1966 55 7o of all technological processes import-
ed by Japan, were on a non-exclusive basis and could be applied by more than one firm.
The European emphasis on exclusivity in these kinds of contracts has its dangers. It
might even lead to a quite harmful distortion of the market by suppressing competition,
and that is against article 85 of tbe Treaty of Rome. But on the whole, European indus-
try is in favour of these exclusivity clauses, and it has fought every attempt of the
European Commission to restrict the scope of exclusivity in these contracts.



- Co-operation between firms

Here the EEC has had two effects:
a. By its mere existence, it tends to harmonize the technological and commercial in-

terest of the various industries. This is an extremely slow process.
b. By its jurisdictional activities, the EEC has had an impact on technological agree-

ments between European firms. The most important result so far may look a bit
negative : European anti-trust legislation.

Co-operation between European firms is listed schematically in Table 6. There, we
distinguish four types of co-operation: joint venture, agreement for technological ex-
change, co-operation on large European public programs and creation of common sub-
sidiaries (technologically based). One look at the Table shows that in some sectors
joint ventures and agreements for technological exchange do exist (chemical and elec-
tronic industries, non-ferrous metals and steel). The EEC has had either only a slight,
or absolutely no effect in the five other sectors. This rnay be so for historical reasons
and there are of course barriers, like norms and, perhaps, article 85 of the Treaty of
Rome.
The third column of Table 6 shows that only the aerospace industry has co-operated on
large European public programs. AII the other sectors have refused to play the EEC
game. Ttrat the aerospace industry is the exception, can be explained by the large US
technical transfer programs of the years 1960 - 1964 (HAWK, F 104 and so on). From
the start, production of these planes was planned on a European scale. After the US had
withdrawn, the European aerospace industry continued to think supranâtionally; some
results of this collaboration are: the Brêguet Atlantic 1150, the French-German
TRANSALL, and the French-British JAGUAR and CONCORDE. The example of the
European aerospace industry has failed so far to convince the other sectors of industry
that these collaborative, supranâtional projects are worthwhile and profitable.
This may seem baffling, because it is rather well known that the results of supranation-
al collaboration are valued highly by the European aerospace firms. There Ís a good
flow of information, mainly through personal contacts between scientists, and this en-
sures that relevant new facts are digested and assimilated into the various firms al-
most irn-mediately.
We think that the lack of supranational collaboration in the other sectors of industry is
for a large part based on a lack of mutual trust. Furthermore, the goal of this kind of
co-operation quite often is not the creation of large intra-european firms, but specific
productions only. Governments still tend to guarantee the home market to national
firms. In most sectors of industry there is no really intercommu¡rautary public market,
based on governmental demand.
This explains too why in Europe the creation of common subsidiaries is a very rare
event. Here the lack of suitable European legislation for the rEuropean firm' only tends
to reinforce this lack of enthousiasm. At present, the Commission engages itself in
slow elaboration of tactical programs. These actions are mostly limited to a few sec-
tors only, and often lack continuity, so that European industry has found it very diffi-
cult to include the EEC effect in its R & D forecasts.

Atl this is the basis for our conclusion that, with regard to technology transfer, the
member countries of the EEC have benefited less than they could have done or hoped to
do, and that actually some countries outside the EEC, as Japan and USA, have reaped
where they did not sow.
In the EEC one can distinguish four different bamiers to effective technology transfer:
- On the level of institutions mutual trust is on the increase , but cornmunication is

neither easy nor fluid;
- On the level of organizations, exactly the same situation exists;
- On the level of governments, it seems that mutual trust is rather rare and commu-

nicatÍon is sparse and slow;
- On a cultural level, the EEC has not brought any striking modifications. At Europe-

an meetings English is often the only ofTicial language , and even then the partici-
pants donrt understand each other because of cultural differences.
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We sincerely regret that the conclusions of our paper have to be somewhat negative,
br¡t we do think that the situation of the EEC is grave and rather alarming. The recent
crises in enerry and raw materials should spur on all countries of the EEC to work to-
gether to develop the new technologies that will help us to solve our problems. Of
course, national programs are not bad in themselves, but they should be part and par-
cel of, or tally with a unified European program, if only because no European country
can go it alone to develop all necessary new technologies. For if we donrt act in con-
cert, the fl¡'wheel of the European economy will slow down and may even come to a
stop-

Technologicol co-operotion between Europeon f irms

Toble 6
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ogreement
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DISCUSSION

Question

Mr. Müller mentioned that the EEC has made an elfort to build up some data-banks. I
would like to know whether the EEC has also made an effort to create dictionaries of
key-words, for without such dictionaries no data bank can be used efficiently. Only a
good system of key-words can ensure that a customer is not swamped with irrelevant
data, but gets the 10 or 12 documents he really needs.

Answer

(Müller) These dictionaries have been compiled, I think, in the fields of ferrous and
non-ferrous metals.

Question

Yes, I know. But they were not compiled or commissioned by the EEC. In my opinion
there are other fields where the compilation of these dictionaries is rather urgent.

Answer

(Müller) The ferrous and non-ferrous thing is a good example of the point we wanted
to make in our paper. The EEC should not try to do everything and certainly should
stimulate private initiatives. And what was the second part of your remark?

Question

I saÍd that the compilation of these dictionaries of key-words is urgent in other fields
too and I think that the EEC as such has not an¡rthing to show at the moment.

Answer

(Müller) Yes, that is true.

Question

In your paper you mentioned efficiency of transfer of inJormation and you showed a
table where this efficiency was rather accurately gven in percentages. I would like to
ask two questions about it. First, how do you define efficiency of transfer of informa-
tion, and, secondly, how do you measure it?

Answer

(Castagnê) Je vais répondre en français. Le tableau que nous avons montré, issu d'u¡re
étude britarurique récente, montre, parmis toutes les informations qui arrivent dans
une entreprise et que nous avons montré dans la table 3, celles qui ont êtêes efficaces,
ctest à dire, celles ont étées vraiment incluses dans un processus drirurovation. Nous
pouvons remarquer que les informations qui pênêtrent dans la firme par les contacts
personnels sont en général responsable de 35 Vo du total des informations efficaces'
C'est à dire, que I'on distingue, si vous voulez, deux catêgories d'information, les in-
formations qui arrivent dans une entreprise, et les informations qui sont réellement
utilisées dans un processus dtin:rovation. Lorsque vous avez cent informations utili-
sées dans qn processus dtinnovation, par exemple, trente cinq provienaent de contacts
personnels et neuf seulement proviennent de Ia documentation scientifique et technique
ou de la lecture de brevets. Or, Ie Marché Commun jusqu'à maintenant, a surtout
cherchê avoir un impact au niveau de I'acquisition de documentation technique et tut
certain progrès dans Ie système Européen des brevets avec l'êlaboration des brevets
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Européens, cet effort nraura donc pas une grande efficacitê sur le transfert technolo-
gique efficace. Voilà pour rêpondre à votre première question.
l,Jdeuxieme question, quant à Ia mesure exacte de I'efficacité d'une information dans
un processus d'innovation; êvidemment une mesure quantitative est toujours difficile_,
mais je pense que par un sondage auprès des entreprises et des cadres concernés, des
ingênieurs concernês, on arrive, grosso modo, à déterminer pour une innovation
donnée les grands canan¡x dtinformation qui ont êtés efficaces.

(I would like to an$Ã/er in French. The table we have shown, stems from a recent Brit-
ish study. In table 3 we have given the sources of all information coming into the firm,
and the ôther table is about effective information, i. e. inJormation that really has been
used in an innovation process. The last table shows that, generally, of all effective in-
formation, 35 per cent. comes into the firm by the way of personal contacts. So one

can distinguish two kinds of information: all information coming into a firm and infor-
mation that has been used in an irurovation process. If you take, for example, one hun-
dred pieces of information that have been used in an innovation process, you will see
that about 35 did come in by personal contacts, and only nine from scientific and tech-
nÍcal documentation and patents, Up till now, the Common Market tried to have an im-
pact in the field of technical documentation and has progressed towards European Pa-
tents and a European Patent System. But this effort will not have a greàt impact on the
efficacy of technology transfer . I think that this answers your first question.
In your second question you asked about the exact measurement of efficacy of inJorma-
tiol in an irurovation process,. Of course , quantitative measurement is always difficult,
but by sounding firms and their staffs about particular irurovations one may determine
the most important channels of information that have been efficacious.)

(Chairman) Does that answer your questions?

Question

Not wholly, I fear. I didntt ask for the sources of information, but for a definition of
efficiency of transfer of information. How do you know whether a certain item of infor-
mation has been efficient ?

In his answer, Professor Castagnê has used the French term 'efficacitê'. Although
there may be a difference between the English efficiency and the French efficacitê, I
would like to hear a definition of efficacitê.

Answer

(Castagné) Une information est reconnue cornme efficace si elle est comptabilisêe par
l'êquipe qui gère un projet de recherche et de développement comme étant vraiment
une information qui a servie dans un processus dtinlovation donnêe. Donc, on mesure
I'efficacité des informations par type drirurovation, par projets de recherche qui sont
conduits dans ltorganisation. On ne Ia mesure pas vis à vis du total de lrorganisation,
mais pour une innovation donnêe. Quand on fait des moyerures, par exemple, on étudie
cent processus dtirurovation et on fait la moyenne, on constate que 35 fois sur 100 ces
informations qui ont effectivement servies dans un processus dtinnovation, proviennent
de contacts personnels et neu.f pour cent de cas provierurent de la lecture de brevets ou
de la documentation scientifique et technique. L'efficacitê est mesurée par Ie fait que

elles sont liêes au fait dtavoir fait avancer vraiment un processus d'innovation dans
I'enterprise.

(A piece of information is considered to have been efficacious, when the R & D team
shows that it has been used in a particular irurovation. So, one does not measure effica-
cy in relation to an organization as a whole , but only in relation to a particular ir¡nova-
tion or a particular research project. When one takes one hu¡dred iru¡ovation processes,
one sees that on the average 35 Vo of the informations that were efficacious came in
through personal contacts and only nine out of one hundred by studying scientific and
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technical literature or patents. Efficacy is measured by determining whether an infor-
mation has helped to advance an irurovation process in the firm, or not.)

Question

Since the six members of the EEC joined Great Britain, Denmark and lreland, I feel
that there is a danger that at a symposium like this, it is a done thing always to intro-
duce what has been the effect of Le Marché Commun upon this, that or the other. In
fact, I wonder whether there has been any effect whatsoever on communication that has
not been brought about by the mere existence of this group of nine nations, who have
been trying with various degrees of success to work together for a rather long time.
Surely, evenbeforetheSix joinedwiththeotherThree, therewasagreatdealof com-
munication occurring already. Even today there are some people in this room who are
from misguided nations who don't belong to this select club. I have been hurching with
two Swiss gentlemen and we communicated extremely well. Therefore I do wonder
whether our speakers have in fact made a case that there has been any increase in com-
munication of technological data by the EEC or whether rüe are really chasing a red
herring.

Remark

It is, of course, quite good to poke fun at situations sometimes, but we should not take,
I think, the previous speaker too utterly seriously.
It is true that on the surface very little appears to have happened as a result of the for-
mation of the large Community last year. But a great many companies, for example in
Great Britain, have been preparing for this for a long time, and new inÍormation flows
have startedperhaps as longasfive or sixyears ago, Theprimary stimulus comes, I
think, from the legalistic framework our French friends have mentioned and which en-
ables companies within the EEC to build up commercial corporations of a particular
kind. This reacts on technical information and also on commercial policy in fields as,
for example, defence against foreign competition. This has been going on for quite a
long time already, but it will take a good many years, I think, before our experts will
be able to measure precisely what has been happening.
May I comment briefly on the discussion about efficacy of inJormation? It is impossible
to say that, because you had a particular piece of information, you advanced, because
information comes from very many quarters and the particular success cannot be laid
down to any one thing. Advance is an organic process generating its own logic and its
own inJormation flow. However, it is sometimes possible to say it negatively: if you
had had something then you would not have failed, if you had known then what you know
now you might have acted differently and prevented someone getting there before you or
prevented a scienti.fic failure of some kind. It is the monitoring of the lack of informa-
tion in specific instances that will either show the gaps in a service or indeed its effi-
cacy.

Answer

(Castagné) Je veux répondre à la questÍon très rapidement. Je pense que I'action, ltim-
pact du Marché Commu¡r pourra se mesurer dans rure future proche, probablement dans
Ie domaine des'tData Banks", oudans le domaine du Brevet Europêen, etferapeut-
être également faire de progrès au système Européen de brevets. Mais pour le reste
c'est éssentiellement rme question de dêveloppement de la confiance au niveau des indi-
vidus et peut-être au niveau des organisations. Au niveau des individus Ia confiance a
beaucoup pour augmenter entre les années de 1960 et 19?0. Au niveau des organisations,
il a qn pèu augïnenté, au niveau évidemment des États, c'est tout ut autre problème.

(I would like to answer very briefly. I think that the impact of the Common Market
might start to show itself in the near future, probably in the field of the "Data Banksrt
or in the field of the European Patent. And also, there may be progress with the Euro-
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pean patent System. For the rest, it all depends onthe grovthof_mutual trust between

i"ãi"i¿*r" and, perhaps, organiz,ations. oñ the individual level there has been a dis-
tinct growth of mlutual?rt¡st between 1960 and 19?0. Organizationl" have shown some

g"o*å in this respect, n¿tional states are, of course, quite another subject.)
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The changing role of R & D institutions in the transfer of technology

Dr.Ir. A.J. Bogers
Staff-member of the Industrial Liaison Department TNO
Apeldoorn
the Netherlands

Though under heavy attack, or at least subject to an extensive discussion, science and
technology are still the prime movers of progress. For many, progress means econ-
omic grornth, the benefit of which is also being questioned at the present time. Now you
may wonder whether I did not prepare a paper for the \ryrong TNo conference, as the
main aspects of the generally felt disillisionment with technological progress has al-
ready been treated in an excellent way by Professor Freeman at last yeãr's Conference.
I would like to defend, however, that the change in attitute towards science and techno-
logy, and towards alleged results like economic growth, has much to do with the pre-
sent attitude towards research and development; and here again we have a subject that
has drawn the fire of many critics. Their critique is not altogether unjustified. There
certainly is some evidence that our concepts of the role of R & D for the benefÍt of so-
ciety, if not wrong, have at least been too simple.
To see these very important issues in their proper perspective one can turn to some
statements in the Dahrendorf programme of the European Economic community, as:ItEconomic expansion is not an end in itself , but it will continue to be an important task
inthe future, it calls among other things for continuous improvement in research. How-
ever, growth must be at the service of mankind and quality of life, and science and
education play a special role in this. t'

The Council of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development has ex-
pressed about the same train of thought in a report on social concerns and indicators,
and this will be treated in more detail later on.
The Dahrendorf programme also distinguishes two central themes for R & D:
- Innovation in response to social requirements to meet the needs of protecting the en-

vironment, health, education, urban development or in general improving the quality
of life;

- Innovation in industry to maintain and increase capacity and to raise the level of
technology.

AIso according to the Dahrendorf programme:
rrPriority should be given to the syndrome of problems that the Club of Rome called
rproblem areas', these are population grou'th, energ'y supply, preservation of the en-
virorurrent, conditions of urban and rural life, resources for man and industry, recyc-
ling and questions of human behaviour. But at the same time care must be taken to
avoid taking over the pessimism by extrapolation that characterizes the approach used
in the studies of Meadows and others. I'

Those quotations from the Dahrendorf programme do put the problem in a clear pers-
pective. Moreover, they help to introduce a concept that is crucial to the role of R & D
and the institutions engaged in it: the concept of innovation. Technology Review publish-
edanexcellentarticleontheconceptof innovationbyE. HaeffnerinÍts1973March/
April issue. Haeffner discusses industrial in¡ovation only, but his way of reasoning can
also be applied to innovation in general.
Irurovation in its most simple definition is the successful introduction of something new,
and the successful introduction may be even more important than the fact that this
rsomethingr is really new. Technical progress is based on this kind of in¡ovation. It
once seemed almost axiomatic that more research should lead to more technical pro-
gress, since the natural sciences are at the foundation of our industrial civilization.
But no statistical evidence or systematic empirical observations support the allegation
that there is a close correlation between the volume of research and the number of in-
novations in an industry. Some even point to inventions originating outside research
establishments as a major cause of industrial progress. Basic to the overestimation of
the role of organized R & D is the concept of the innovation chain. Here, the process of



innovation is seen as a chain of successive steps from basic research to research re-
sults, then to technical development work, to new products, processes and methods and
thereby to economic growth. ( Figure 1) '
This côncept suggests that new knowledge leads more or less automatically to new use-
ful producti. ff this were correct, one should find a strong correlation between the R &
D eifort and the output of technical progress. We have seen however, that such a cor-
relation simply doei not exist. There is still another reason why the concept of the in-
novation chairis highly improbable. It presupposes that the intensity of technical de-
velopment does not ãepend on the economic situation of, or the prospects for a branch-
of industry. But the inientive to innovate lies mainly in the expectation of some kind of
profit, anã on the other hand only a firm in a sound economic position can provide the
means for a development effort,
From this, Haeffner draws two basic conclusrons:
- Research and Development appears to be an often needed, but in itself insuÍficient

condition for invention, innovation and industrial economic growth;
- Economic conditions in, and future prospects of an industrial sector largely deter-

mine investments in invention activities and thereby the frequency of innovation'
Haelfner combines these conclusions in an operational model of innovation, in which
innovative activities - and thereby also technical progress - are motivated by the ex-
pected profit, which in turn is determined by the state of development of, and the
è"ono-ic conditions in the industry. Haeffnerts model contains two streams, or better
still, two loops that are more or less separate and coupled rather weakly' The first,
or research loop starts with the total of accumulated scientific knowledge, giving rise
to scientifÍc problems and research fields in the second step. The next step involves
the scientistÀ working on these problems and in the research fields, and they are mo-
tivated by their wish to acquire distinction in the academic world. Their activities lead
to reseaich results that add to the total of accumulated scientific knowledge and so
close the loop.
The second, or innovation looþ starts with the state of development and economic con-
ditions of the industry, which determine the decision to start a process of irurovation, a

decision that is motivated by expected profits. This leads to innovation activities and
from there to new products, methods and processes, and they create industrial develop-
ment and economic growth. In their turn, these add to the state of development and
economic conditions of the industry and close the loop.
Ttrese two loops are coupled indirectly, and thus rather weakly, by the fact that the
total of accumulated scientific knowledge in the first loop influences the innovâtive ac-
tivities in the second loop by way of direct information transfer and educational activi-
ties. (Figure 2).
This modèl e>çiains quite a number of questions that have been worrying governments
and industry. Whereas scientists still add daily to the total of accumulated scientific
knowledge, only a small fraction of the new knowledge is used in innovation, leading to
the famous dictum that research and crime have in common that they don't pay.
Haeffner's model, however, states that progress stems from irurovation directly and
comes from R & D only indirectly. The irurovation process is essential, and a more
detailed knowledge of this process , especially of the factors that either hamper or
promote inaovations, or better still, a policy based on this knowledge, may help us to
Àolve these problems. In fact, quite a number of things have become known from em-
pirical studies.
For many, innovation means the big things involving highly advanced technology, as
television, jet engines or computers. This view is not incorrect, but it certainly is in-
complete. There is a multitude of minor, or incremental innovations that have great
significance for economic development. Often the components of a new product or
method are weII known and not new at aII; it is only the combination that makes it some-
thing new.
One of the major results of the empirical studies on innovation is the undeniable eviden-
ce that an irurovative activity starting from a well identified need, whether social or in
the market, has a far greater chance of success than an activity starting from a techni-
cal possibility. In short: Need-pull is far more effective than technology push - in rough
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figures the ratio is 4 to 1.
Alother interesting result touches the sources of information innovators use. Not all
investigators agreè on this quantitatively, but their results indicate that irurovation is
mainly"due to tñe utilizationìf generally disseminated and easily accessible knowledge

by creative individuals.
ILis unavoidably leads us to the concept of technology transfer. Simply defined, trans-
fer of technotogy is the process of employing a technology for a purpose other than for
which it was developed. While tnormalt R & D tends to emphasize creative laboratory
work, technology trãnsfer focusses on the utilization of previous research. Of course
there is no cleãi demarcation between the two, just as there isnrt between basic and

applied research, as technical development involves aspects of both. The changing role
of n O D institutions, mentioned in the title of this paper, is closely corurected with the
shift of emphasis towards technology transfer. By now it witl be clear that this has to
be seen against the background of what we now know to be essential in the innovation
progress.
Þrolably the most important barriers to technology transfer and in consequence to uti-
lization of existing technological knowledge, is the fact that those who generate or
possess the knowlãdge and those that are or should be interested in its utilization, are
ãompletely different. Not only their motivation, but also their approach is different.
StrangelyLnough, it seems that we have been getting fully aware of this only recently.
This fact has been touched upon in the lrurovation Advice of the Dutch Advisory Council
on Science Policy, and the Sõience Council of Canada has said in Íts report rln¡ovation

Ín a cold climater:
nThere has been an over-emphasis on producing generators of information and not

enough stress on putting existing information to work. t'

fo fin¿ a solutioLto this problem is of the utmost importance for governments, because

usually they ftrnd a major part of the national research effort. The Dutch Advisory
Council on Science eoiicy has suggested that knowledgeable people should be appointed
in each Department invoived in R & D and irurovation, as a kind of senior scientific of-
ficers. In Great Britain, a number of these civil servants, called Science Advisers,
have already heen appointed.
In the first half of this paper a number of aspects of complex subjects like R & D, tech-
nologr transfer and sciãnãe policy have been discussed. The second half will $ve a

rro*Ë"" of examples about hõw thàse concepts can be, and are being used to solve
pressing problems of societY.
'But firsï,- let us sum up the most important conclusions we have reached so far:
- we remain interested in progress, if not in economic growth, than more in im-

provement of the general quality of life.
- Science and technolory should lãad to irurovation through R & Df but this is far from

an automaticalty actiîg process. Generation of new knowledge does not lead by itself
to utilization of that knowledge'

- The motivation of people engãged in innovative actiyities differs markedly from that 
-

of people engaged i" fi C D.-Läck of effective communication between generators and

or""r-of t<nÑtãOge acts as a major barrier to reasonablyfast application of new

scientific knowledge.
- Empirical studiesln the process of irurovation tell us that need-pull is much more

effective than technologY-Push.

We have seen thät the Dahrendorf programme mentions two principal areas where R &
D should lead to innovation:
- In response to social requirements;
- In industry.
With respecfto th" first area, the OECD has issued a report which is very interesting.
It contains a list of social concerns and indicators that are common to most countries
of OECD. This list is a first step towards a kind of tsocial marketing' and it is_extreme-
ly useful for the identification and specification of social needs that have everything to
do with the qualitY of life.
The list of OECD contains 24 tsocial concerns' and is far too long to be presented here
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in detail, But the 24 'social concernst are split up into 8 groups that give a very good
impression of the kind of subjects and problems singled out by the OECD:
1. Health
2. The individual nt th

filrTn suþorvtslons llKe:
Ttre availability of gainful employment for those who desire it
The quality of working life
Individual satisfaction with the ex¡rerience of working life

4. Time and leisure
5. Command over Eoods and services
6. Phvsical envirorunent

sions like:
Housing conditions
Population exposure to harrnJul or unpleasant pollutants
The benefit derived by the population from the use and management of the environ-
ment
Personal and the administration of ustice

wrllr suoqlvrslons ru<e:
The degree of social inequality
The extent of opportunity for participation in commurrity li.fe, institutions and decis-
ion making.

Of course, these are large subjects, but in its report the OECD tries to break them
down still further to more specific and less abstract items, and the complete list can
be most helpful as a guide for actual R & D programmes. It is an attempt to operate the
need-pull mechanism in fields of R & D of a more social nature, hence the use of the
term rsocial marketingr.
Apart from international organizations like the EEC and the OECD, other institutions
of a more individual or national nature have started activities in the field of public tech-
nolory. In the United States the Technology Utilization OfTice of NASA joined forces
with the International City Management Association and founded Public Technology Inc.
with the specÍfic object of: The application of aerospace technologies and expertise to
the solution of selected municipal problems.
The first thing this organization ilid was to bring physically together the people who
grappled with municipal problems with the people who might have the technological ans-
wers or solutions. This was done to minimise the lack of communication between both
parties and to obtain workable formulations of the various problems. This approach
resulted in a list of clearly specified problems confronting local authorities that may
be solved by existing technology, this time based on aerospace research, Some items
on the list are: self-contained breathing apparatus and protective clothing for firemen,
short range communication systems, a locator for underground pipes and conduits,
body armour for policemen, disposal of toxic and inflamm¿ble wastes and emergency
patient monitoring.
In Germany the same type of problems is studied by Systemplan at Heidelberg and by
the Institut für Systemtechnik und In¡ovationsforschung at Karlsruhe.
A completely different aspect of the interaction of technology and society is risk, or
rather risk analysis. For a long time the central government of the Netherlands saw as
its prime responsibilities traffic and civil engineering (flood prevention), and it did
not show overly much interest in other risk areas. But as the country is getting more
and more industrialized and the population is still growing, quÍte a number of other
risks have to be studied and assessed carefully.
It was TNO which started the systematic approach on this subject and recently created
a risk analysis group. But before doing this, TNO deeply investigated the needs of cen-
tral government, of local authorities - especially in industrial areas like Rijnmond,
IJmond and Moerdijk - industry itself and the insurance companies. Risk involves both
the chance that an accident will occur and the damage as a consequence of the accident,
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and it has to be assessed for many other aspects than purely technological ones only.
But the latter remain very important in risk an¿Iysis, and that is the reason why TNO
tookthe initiative. To my opinion it is a good example of social marketing: first the
identification of a social need and then the openíng of communícation channels for the
transfer of the broad technological knowledge of TNO.
Although the number of examples in the field of public technolory could be multiplied
with ease, we will leave it at this and turn to a related subject: The importance of new
approaches for the changing role of R & D institutions. Here I will draw my examples
from our own work at the Industrial Research Organization TNO, In 1973 we investigat-
ed innovation in the field of transport over short distance and of handling of materials.
This study corroborated the result of others that need-pull is far stronger than tech-
nology-push. Around 80 to 90 per cent, of all innovations had their origin in a need
recognized in the market, and only 10 to 20 per cent. were based on the availability of
certain technologies. But the main purpose of the study was to find out how innovation
in industry could be enhanced and accelerated, Using our own results and those of
others we could conclude that assistance to industry, in order to be efÏective, should
involve more than R & D alone. The results of the study of 1973 fully confirmed our ex-
periences of many years with the provision of assistance to the Dutch foundry and
metal-working industry: Effective communication is crucial and maintaining it is ex-
tremely labour intensive. Communication channels tend to become blocked sooner or
Iater, and so they should be inspected regularly and cleaned whenever necessary, ac-
tivities that may be time consuming.

The other example I want to give is what we call 'product developmentr. In our view
this involves a number of steps like:
- Definition of the product.
- Specification of the new product, which shapes it during the development phase.

- Conceiving of a method for iryranufacture and optimization of the product to be.
- Decision on the method of manu.facture and preparation for commercial production.
Innovation carried out in this way calls for an integrated approach which includes re-
search, development, market analysis and economic feasability studies'
Another important aspect of innovations is finance. A number of countries have estab-
Iished special organizatíons for the provision of capital to industry whenever the risks
are exceptionally high, like the National Research and Development Corporation
(NRDC) in the United Kingdom and ANVAR in France. At last yearts ConJerence the
NRDC and some of its problems \ilere mentioned in the paper of Professor Freeman,
and the activities of ANVAR were discussed by Professor Saint PauI. It is remark-
able that the NRDC was created as early as 1948. When a firm or an individual has an
innovative idea, but lacks the capability to translate it into a new product or process,
theseinstitutionscanbecalledtoassÍstance. Of course, animportantpartof their
task is to promote the introduction in industry and society of results of research spon-
sored by government. They carry out a number of activities, as:
- collection of new ideas and inventions
- evaluation and feasibility studies
- market research and marketing
- patenting
- bringing together generator and user, often trough personal contacts
- and last, but not least: finance.
These institutions act as mediâtors, they do not carry out research and they often par-
ticipate financially in new projects. It is quite interesting that in these institutions
ideas have evolved considerably. For example, when the NRDC was created, it was
thought in the UK that there were quite a number of good ideas and inventions lying
arourrd and just waiting to be applied; that they could not find application for lack of re-
search , development facilities , capital and so on. This reflected tlpically the attitude
of technology push. But by now the NRDC has become convinced that need-pull is the
stronger mechanism.
Here too, the examples can be multiplied with ease, but it was only the intention to give
an impression of some of the new approaches used to introduce resu.lts of research into
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industry and society. Integrated assistence to industry Ís especially important for small
and medium sized industries, and there problems often are of a more general nature
than technological only:
- financial risks of irurovative activities are simply too high in many cases

- ûtânagement is concentrated on day-to-day problems and lacks time to look into new
things

- there usually is not enough stall to do market research, to extend the administration
and so on

- and lastly, high risk capital is very costly.

Let us try to sum up. Although the concept of the irurovation chain is a highly improb-
able model and actually has been refi¡ted by the facts , it still exerts a great influence
on our way of thinking about research, development, technology transfer, innovation
and so on. More realistic models, Iike Haeffnerrs one, have givenus a quite different
view of the matter. The two loops in this model, the research loop and the innovation
loop, are both self-contained, and they are coupled by an information flow which only
provides a weak link. As soon as research institutions try to change this, then by do-
ing so, they change their own role. Strengthening of the information flow can have sur-
prising results, and for my last example I will draw from our own experience again'
About four years ago the Netherlands Reactor Centre and TNO started the publication
of a joint quarterly, called lrxrovatie. It is distributed as widely as possible among in-
terested parties and it contains rather short articles on new processes, products or
instruments developed at the one or the other research institution; why they were de-
veloped and how you can use them. The facts are provided by the research scientists,
but the editing is done by an experienced science writer. The publication consistently
aims at the sphere of interest of the manager. If we may judge by the high response
rate, this quarterly fills an important and deeply felt need. But as short as five or six
years ago, this way of shopping for potential users would have met with furious resis-
tance, as then the concept of the innovation chain still ruled supreme. Research was
one thing, an activity that would lead eventually to irurovation, and popularization of
research results was quite another thing, and never the twain should meet, Research
institutions tbat have strengthenedcommunication wÍth their potential users, have
changed their role by adding another activity to their programme.
Although it is manifestly impossible to predict the future, one may discern, even if
somewhat dimly , a few trends that could a-ffect the role of research institutions in the
future.
In their paper, Professor Castagné and Mr. Müller maintained that since the creation
of the EEC most industries have refused to play the European game. But sooner or
later the advantages v¡ill become obvious and then the transition from a national to a
truly European science policy wiII have important consequences for the role of existing
research institutions.
A second point is the time lag between the pubtication of new knowledge and its applica-
tion in an.innovation. Yesterday, Dr. Altenpohl projected a graph showing that there is
a considerable time-Iag between the generation of new knowledge and its application.
His slide also indicated that the speed with which new knowledge is applied usually falls
short of expectations. In view of the steadily rising costs of research this is causing
concern, and many countries are trying to change the situation. The Technology Utili-
sation Office of NASA is an example of a way the USA follows to solve this problem.
Intimately related to all this is the modern insight that need-pull is a far more effec-
tive mechanism than technology-push. Correct identification of needs determines suc-
ces or failure in about 80 per cent. of all cases studied. Whether one uses known tech-
nology or known research results to satisfy a need is rather immaterial, and in this
respect technolog-y transfer and R & D are not ennemies or competitors, but comple-
ments and allies. However, to use existing knowledge effectively one should know rather
exactlywhat is knownabout a certain subject at a certaintime. Returningto Haeffnerrs
model, this calls for an enhancement of the information flow between the research loop
and the innovation loop. For this, we can turn to last year's Conference, to the paper
of Professor Shapero who discussed the importance of the "high communicatorrr.
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Amerieair and European experience has shown that hiring and, of course, stimulating
high communicators c¿rn pay important dividends, if only by avoiding duplication of ef-
fort. Whether these people should be inside or outside research can only be decided in
each case, but their mere existence certainly will Ínfluence the role of research insti-
tutions.
Each trend that has been discussed just now may not cause in itself big changes in the
role of research institutions, but joined together they might do so.
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